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Abstract and Keywords
Finite element (FE) modeling applied to orthopaedic biomechanics is increasing in 
popularity. An area of current interest is in the development of the time-dependent 
material models of bone tissue that can be applied to the study of natural bone 
formation or changes in bone density following joint replacement surgery. This thesis 
focuses on the development of such a model for the distal ulna, with implications for 
implant design.
This was completed in a series of three studies. First, an empirically derived density- 
elastic modulus relationship for the ulna was validated through a range of bending 
modes. Second, a strain-adaptive material model for the distal ulna was developed and 
optimized. Third, this material model was used to assess the influence of implant 
material on the extent of bone resorption using a commercially available prosthetic.
These studies represent the first application of a strain-adaptive material model to 
arthroplasty of the distal ulna.
Keywords: biomechanics, bone mechanics, distal radioulnar joint, density-modulus 
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Overview: Finite element (FE) analysis techniques have been Increasingly 
popular in the field of orthopaedic implant design due to their ability to 
expediently evaluate relative design performance. FE analysis applied to 
arthroplasty of the distal radioulnar joint (DRUJ) has evaluated aspects of 
implant design at a single point in time; however, long term considerations 
of implant design are required before an assessment can be considered 
complete. Thus, the purpose of this thesis is to develop a strain-adaptive FE 
material model of bone capable of predicting the long-term performance of 
various implant designs for the DRUJ. This chapter provides background on 
the anatomy of the DRUJ, material properties of bone, and theoretical 
development to date on the modeling of bone as a strain-adaptive 
material.
1.1 Anatomy and Function of the Distal Radioulnar Joint (DRUJ)
The skeletal structure of the forearm is defined by two bones: the radius and the ulna 
(Figure 1-1 a). When the forearm is supinated (i.e., palm facing anterior, or towards the 
front of the body; see Appendix A for a glossary of medical terms), these two bones run 
approximately parallel to one another. At the proximal end (i.e., closest to the torso), 
both bones articulates with the humerus at the elbow, as well as with each other at the 
proximal radioulnar joint (PRUJ). At the distal end (furthest from the torso), these bones 
share a second articulation called the distal radioulnar joint (DRUJ). The articulation of
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the DRUJ is defined by the greater sigmoid notch, a rounded depression on the radius 
that fits with the cylindrically-shaped ulnar head.
Together, the DRUJ and PRUJ permit forearm rotation. As the forearm rotates from the 
supinated to the pronated position (palm facing towards the posterior, or back of the 
body), the greater sigmoid notch slides circumferentially around the ulnar head with a 
range of approximately 150°-180° (Af Ekenstam & C. G. Hagert, 1985), causing slight 
translation of the ulnar head proximally and laterally, away from the body. At the same 
time, the proximal end of the ulna remains fixed while the proximal radius rotates in 
place, resulting in the radius crossing over the ulna (Figure 1-1 b). The midpoint of 
forearm rotation is termed the neutral position.
Figure 1-1 -  Frontal view of the right forearm.






The in-vivo loading environment experienced by the ulna is quite complex, with joint 
contacts, as well as muscle and ligamentous insertion points contributing to a highly 
redundant system of forces. Currently, there is a deficiency of knowledge regarding the 
relative magnitudes of these loads in the literature; however, one in-vitro study 
involving unrestrained forearm rotation measured transverse loading across the DRUJ, 
finding great variability in values ranging between 2 N and 26 N (Gordon, et a i, 2006).
1.1.1 Disorders of the DRUJ: Treatments and Complications
The DRUJ is a necessary structure for the positioning of the hand and transferring load 
to the arm (Garcia-Elias, 2002; Scheker et a i, 2001; Scheker, 2008). Disorders of the 
DRUJ, especially those causing pain, reduce wrist strength and range of motion. 
Common sources of these disorders are complications of rheumatoid- and/or osteo­
arthritis, traumatic fractures, ligamentous disruptions or genetic deformation (Kessler & 
Hecht, 1970; Tulipan et a i, 1991).
When the ulnar head is compromised, one of the more straightforward surgical 
treatments is the Darrach procedure (Darrach, 1912), in which the ulnar head is 
completely removed (Figure l-2a). Due to its simplicity, this procedure has a long 
history of use (Garcia-Elias, 2002) and is still promoted as an effective treatment of DRUJ 
disorders (Seitz Jr. & Raikin, 2007; Ruchelsman et a i, 2009). Despite the popularity of 
this procedure, removal of the distal ulnar head also compromises wrist strength and
range of motion (Hagert, 1992; Manson et a i, 2000). Furthermore, without the support
#
provided by the ulnar head, the muscle function of the forearm will cause the ulnar
4
stump to impinge against the radius, which may cause further pain and disruption of 
forearm motion (Bieber, 1988; Bell, 1985; Lees, 1997).
As an alternative to the Darrach procedure, the replacement of the ulnar head using a 
prosthetic implant has shown promise in restoring strength and range of motion in 
diseased and damaged joints (Herbert & van Schoonhoven, 2007; Berger & Cooney III, 
2005). These implants come in an array of geometries and surface finishes, but all are 
based on a similar design: a long stem that is cemented or press-fit in the medullary 
canal of the ulna, capped with a rounded head that acts as a bearing surface for the 
radius to rotate around (Figure l-2b).
(a) (b)
Figure 1-2 -  Dorsal view of the left hand.
Image displayes (a) the removal of the ulnar head in a Darrach Procedure and (b) replacement of the ulnar 
head using a prosthetic implant (X-ray courtesy of Dr. Graham King).
One of the first distal ulnar arthroplasty designs was composed of two components 
made from heat-moulded silicone: a cylindrical stem inserted into the medullary canal 
of the bone, and a dome-shaped cap that fit over the circumference of the remaining 
distal ulna to replace the bearing surface of the ulnar head (Swanson, 1973). The
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strength of silicone proved to be insufficient to bear the loads experienced at the DRUJ, 
resulting in high rates of failure (Sagerman et a i, 1992; Stanley & Herbert, 1992). There 
have since been a number of improvements to overall implant design. Implant longevity 
has been increased through the use of stronger materials, such as titanium, cobalt- 
chrome alloy, and ceramics (Garcia-Elias, 2002). Furthermore, newer designs, such as 
the E-Centrix® ulnar head (Wright Medical Technology, Arlington, TN) (Figure 1-3), 
incorporates the natural eccentricity of the ulnar head in its design, thereby promoting 
forearm motion pathways more in line with those seen physiologically (Gordon et al., 
2003).
Figure 1-3 -Assembly of the E-Centrix• Ulnar Head Prosthesis
Available at www.wmt.com
Despite the benefits of distal ulnar arthroplasty, the use of a metal implant to transfer 
loading to the ulna directs stresses normally borne by the native bone through the 
stiffer implant stem, a phenomenon termed "stress shielding." The reduced mechanical 
stimulation experienced by the native bone in the area surrounding the implant 
insertion leads to bone resorption, jeopardizing implant fixation and complicating future 
revision surgeries (Weinans et al., 1992b; Van Rietbergen et al., 1993; Engh et a i,  1990;
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Kerner et at., 1999). Further understanding of the long-term behaviour of bone tissue as 
it adjusts to its new loading environment would be an immensely useful tool in the 
design of prosthetic distal ulnar implants.
1.2 Composition and Elastic Behaviour of Bone Tissue
1.2.1 The Structure of Bone Tissue
Bone is a complex composite material, composed of a mineralized inorganic phase 
interspersed with an organic phase primarily comprised of collagen. The organic phase 
contributes viscoelastic properties to bone; however, these properties may be ignored 
in static or quasi-static cases (Carter & Hayes 1977). Bone is also highly inhomogeneous, 
exhibiting large variations in porosity throughout its volume depending on regional 
anatomic function.
The appendicular bones that make up the structural components of the limbs {/'.e., long 
bones) are generally separated into two main sections: the diaphysis, representing the 
mid-section of the bone, and the epiphysis, which form the ends of the bone and are 
generally where joint articulations occur (Figure 1-4). The diaphysis is composed of a 
hollow central medullary canal within a strong shell of densified tissue called cortical 
bone. The microstructure of cortical bone is composed of elongated bone cells called 
osteons, which are oriented longitudinally with respect to the diaphysis. The epiphysis 
is composed of a cortical shell, but it is thinner than that seen in the diaphysis and filled 
with cancellous bone tissue, which is more porous in nature. Cancellous bone consists
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of a highly oriented matrix of individualized struts of densified tissue (called trabeculae) 
which generally align themselves along lines of applied stress.
Figure 1 -4 - Regions of long bone and corresponding structure.
The densified diaphysis is composed of osteons oriented longitudinally, while cortical bone in the 
ephiphysis is composed of highly oriented trabeculae.
1.2.2 Elastic Properties of Bone Tissue
Despite bone's complex architecture, the advent of computed tomographic (CT) 
scanning has enabled researchers to express the physiological apparent density 
distribution of bone as a field of discrete scalar values, where apparent density p is 
defined as wet bone mass over total bone volume. The values in this scalar field are
assigned to individual elements of a finite element (FE) mesh representation of the
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scanned bone (Zannoni et al., 1998), thus capturing the inhomogeneous density 
distribution of bone.
Studies have shown that the elastic response of bone as a composite structure may then 
be adequately modeled by relating each density value in the scalar field with an elastic 
modulus using an empirically derived relationship, usually through a power law (Schileo 
et al., 2007; Leung et al., 2009; Taddei et al., 2006). Many such relationships exist in the 
current literature, and their accuracy has been shown to vary depending on the 
experimental methods used in their derivation, such as bone sampling sites, loading 
conditions, and strain measurement techniques (Helgason et al., 2008). All of these 
relationships suggest a maximum apparent density of bone (i.e. fully densified cortical 
bone) that ranges from 1.73 g/cm3 (Weinans et al., 1992a; Weinans et al., 1992b) to 2.0 
g/cm3 (Turner et al., 2005). Estimates for the elastic modulus of cortical bone range 
between 0.1 and 1.0 g/cm3 (Ashman, 1989; Bonucci, 2000).
A recent series of studies by Austman et al. (2008; 2009) derived a density-modulus 
equation specific to the ulna using uni-axial strain gauge data of an ulna subject to a 
bending load in neutral forearm rotation and an estimate for cortical bone of 1.85 
g/cm3. This equation was found to predict strain values (as measured experimentally 
using bone-affixed uniaxial strain gauges) more accurately than six other equations 
selected from the literature; however, this equation was limited in that it was derived 
using data from bending tests in neutral forearm rotation only. Density-modulus
equation performance has been shown to be dependent on loading factors such as
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loading mode and force orientations (Barker et al., 2005; Weinans et al., 2000; Yang et 
al., 2010), and further testing of this equation is required before it can be applied 
through a range of forearm rotation.
1.3 An Introduction to Finite Element (FE) Modeling and Bone 
Remodeling
1.3.1 The Concept of Finite Element (FE) Modeling
It is often impractical, if not impossible, to exactly describe the behaviour of a physical 
system using analytical means. In these cases, experimental methods are instead used 
to derive an empirical framework for the system's physical behaviour. In order to 
control for myriad variables, numerous experimental trials must be executed. 
Unfortunately, the cost and/or time investment required for this approach may be 
prohibitive.
One alternative to the experimental approach is the implementation of finite element 
(FE) analyses, which deconstruct complex physical geometries into a series of discrete 
elements connected together at points called nodes, forming a mesh (Figure 1-5). This 
approach effectively combines a large set of relatively simple equations representing 
the local behaviour of each element to describe the overall behaviour of the entire 
system in space and time. This procedure can be used to expedite the analysis of 
combinations of various system parameters, such as loading conditions, materials and
geometry.
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Figure 1-5 -  Meshing of the analytical bone geometry for use in finite element analysis
Finite element models are composed of a network of nodes representing some analytical geometry, 
connected through a mesh. Given a fine enough mesh density, the mechanical behaviour of the mesh can 
adequately mimic that of the physical system it is modeling.
Mesh resolution is an important factor in model accuracy, as a mesh that is too coarse 
will fail to adequately represent the physical system. Ideally, the mesh size should be 
small enough such that further refinement of element size leads to no appreciable 
increase in model accuracy; however, increasing the mesh element density also 
increases the number of equations to be solved, placing a higher demand on 
computational resources. Over the past few decades, FE software and computer 
hardware has advanced to a point where FE analyses of orthopaedic implant design is 
feasible. This has allowed biomechanical investigators to expedite the investigation of 
numerous design parameter combinations, such as material, geometry and loading 
conditions (Huiskes & Chao, 1983; Prendergast, 1997).
Despite the benefits of FE analyses, it is important to recognize that they are conceptual 
models of physical reality, and only as relevant as the assumptions made in their 
generation. Inaccurate models of loading conditions or material properties may fail to
capture the physical characteristics of the system under analysis, rendering any
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numerical results generated by the model irrelevant. Thus, FE models must be properly 
validated using existing experimental values before they can extrapolated to other 
scenarios (Brown, 2004).
1.3.2 W olffs Law
W olffs law refers to a set of hypotheses, published by Julius Wolff (Wolff, 1892), which 
generally state that the properties of bone, such as strength, composition and 
architecture, are optimized for each bone relative to its own loading environment, and 
furthermore, that these properties may change over time according to alterations in 
said loading environment. Wolff postulated that features of bone structure were 
physical manifestations of his law, including the cortical shell of the diaphysis and the 
orientation of trabeculae in the epiphysis (which have been observed to align with 
principal stress directions) (Carter et a!., 1989; Wolff, 1892).
1.3.3 Implementation of W olffs Law using FEA
Development of a mathematical framework allowing for the quantitative assessment of 
the bone remodeling ideas put forward by Wolff occurred throughout the late 20th 
century (Cowin & Hegedus, 1976; Hayes & Snyder, 1981; Fyhrie & Carter, 1986; Cowin, 
1986; Carter et a!., 1987). Based in FEM, many of these theories use the strain state 
within bone tissue as a signal for bone remodeling, and are thus sometimes referred to
as "strain-adaptive models".
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1.3.3.1 The Homeostatic Strain State and Bone Remodeling
One of the first implementations of a material model for bone in a numerical FE analysis 
was executed by Carter et at. (1989). It was assumed that the action of bone growth or 
resorption represented a metabolic response towards the maintenance of a 
homeostatic strain state (generalized as ij/h) within bone tissue, called an "attractor 
state". Any strain signal ( iff) induced by an outside load that over- or under-shot the 
homeostatic value within the local bone tissue would trigger a metabolic response to 
increase or decrease bone density, respectively. A linear relationship between the 
homeostatic value of strain stimulus and apparent density of the continuous material 
model was established, represented as Equation 1.1 (shown graphically in Figure 1-6):
PaVV =  C iK  (1-1)
where C is a proportionality constant.
P
(.Apparent density)
Figure 1-6 -  The relationship between apparent density of bone (p) and strain stimulus {ip).
Note the imposed upper limit of apparent density, equal to the density of cortical bone. A minimum is also 
imposed at zero density.
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This relationship can be implemented for each element of a finite element mesh via an 
iterative numerical procedure (Equation 1.2):
Pn+l =  CxfJn ( 1.2)
where xJju is the strain stimulus induced in a single mesh element at iteration n, and
Pappn+i iS t îe apparent density (g/cm3) calculated at the same mesh element for the
following iteration n+1. This process is illustrated for a single mesh element in Figure 
1-7. The element starts at some initial apparent density value p0 and a load is applied to 
the model, inducing a strain signal if/i within the element, and a new apparent density 
value p! is assigned according to Equation 1.1. This is repeated for each mesh element, 
creating a new density distribution in the mesh, resulting in a new elastic behaviour of 
the entire model. Thus, a different strain signal if/2 is induced in each mesh element in 
the next loading iteration, and the procedure repeats until the mesh reaches a state 
where the change in density between iterations for each element is zero (or smaller 
than some threshold value), or when the density values have reached an imposed 
maximum (i.e., p =  p COrt) or minimum [i.e., p = 0  g/cm3).
Carter et al. (1987) examined several possible formulations for the signal 0, based on 
the idea that the signal represented the amount of strain energy density dissipated 
within a continuous model of mineralized bone tissue. Expressions were derived from 
fatigue damage theory, strain energy density, and an "effective stress" term (equal to 
y/2EU, where /Tis the elastic modulus in MPa and ¿/the strain energy density in J/g),
with all three formulations showing similar mathematical expressions. Using the
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effective stress term, Carter et al. (1989) attempted to predict the physiological density 
distribution in a model of the proximal femur using a 2-D mesh. Initializing the model 
with a homogeneous density, they reasoned that if bone structure is the product of a 
particular loading history, subjecting the model to the loading conditions experienced 
in-vivo should reproduce the density distribution observed physiologically. Three 
loading conditions representing different phases of the gait cycle were applied, and it 
was found that their model matched the density distribution found physiologically most 
closely after three iterations, with subsequent iterations leading to large regions of bone 
diverging to either a completely resorbed or densified state.
P
(Apparen t Density)
Figure 1-7 -  Generalized iterative procedure describing the convergence of apparent density for a single 
element of a bone model.
Note the imposed upper limit of apparent density (equal to the density of cortical bone) to prevent 
divergence and maintain physiological density values. A lower limit for density of p  =  O is also be imposed 
representing fully resorbed bone.
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1.3.3.2 Bone Rem odeling as a Tim e Evolution
Based off the theory of "adaptive elasticity" (Cowin & Hegedus, 1976), Huiskes et al. 
(1987) were the first to implement a strain-adaptive model of bone tissue that was 
expressed in terms of a time evolution. They opted for the use of strain energy density 
£/(J/cm3) to represent the strain signal (i.e., if/ =  U), with the constant Uh representing 
the homeostatic strain signal value (i.e., if/h =  Uh), as strain energy density has shown to 
better correlate with bone density redistribution than Von Mises stresses (Frost, 1994; 
Hayes & Snyder, 1981). This formulation is expressed as Equation 1.3:
dp
dt =  B ( U - U h)
(1.3)
where dp/dt is the time rate of change of bone density in g/cm3/time, and B  is an 
empirically derived constant in g/J/time. (Note arbitrary time units are used.)
Further development of this theory introduced a new expression for the strain signal 
based on the normalization of strain energy density with respect to apparent density 
(i.e., xp =  V/papp, J/g). This resulted in a homeostatic strain stimulus independent of
apparent density, represented by a single, constant value K  (J/g) (Weinans et al., 
1992b). This normalized value better represents the strain energy dissipated within 
mineralized bone tissue.
Another modification came with the implementation of a "dead zone" width s, which 
imposes the requirement that the induced stimulus values deviate from that of the 
attractor state K b y  a threshold value before any remodelling takes place (Frost, 1964).
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This new formulation lead to the piece-wise function shown in Equation 1.4 (expressed 
graphically in Figure 1-8):
Figure 1-8 -  Time rate of change of bone tissue density as a function of strain signal.
Adaptive elasticity postulated a linear relationship between the time rate-of-change of density and strain 
signal, which included a "dead-zone", which describes a range of stimulus values which would induce no 
change in density.
Equation 1.4 differs from Equation 1.1 in that it is a non-linear, first order, ordinary 
differential equation, requiring time integration to progress the density evolution. This 
has traditionally been accomplished using the Forward Euler numerical technique 
(Equation 1.5):
B '(y /p - ( l  +  s )K )  u/p > ( l  +  s )K
0 (1 -  s)K  <  U/p <  (1 +  s )K  (1.4)
B ' ( u/p - ( l - s ) K )  u/p < ( l - s ) K
where B' is an empirically-derived constant (g2/J/cm3/time).
(cm3/time)
P n + l  =  Pn + (1.5)
where p (g/cm3) is the apparent density of a mesh element at iteration n, and time step
A t  is measured in arbitrary time units. In this approach, the model is set to an initial
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density po and a value for the density rate of change is estimated using Equation 1.4. A 
new value for density p i  is then estimated by advancing forward in time by some 
amount At. Iterations continue until the density of every element converges to a 
steady-state value, or reaches an imposed maximum (i.e., p  =  pcon\ or minimum 
(Le., p  =  Oox p  =  0.1) limits (Figure 1-9).
P
(Apparent Density)
Figure 1-9 -  Implementation of a time integrated iterative strain adaptive method.
Describes the density evolution over time for a single mesh element.
Forward Euler integration is a first-order, linear, single step method that has 
demonstrated poor stability and accuracy, and it has been suggested that the linear, 
multi-step Adams-Bashforth method (Equation 1.6) be used instead (Chen et a!., 2007):
,L 6 )
This method employs information from the previous iteration and is thus second-order 
accurate. Furthermore, it requires no additional computations (as the density derivative 
from step n-1  has already been calculated) and converges faster than the Forward Euler
technique (Chen et a i, 2007). (Note that for the initial step of the analysis (n=0), the
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Forward Euler method is used as no prior density derivative value is available prior to 
this step.)
The selection of a time step value A t  also requires consideration, as the simplest 
approach of selecting a constant value is not ideal. Choosing too large of a value for A t  
may increase numerical errors or cause large oscillations around a converged state; 
however, reducing A t  to too small a value needlessly increases computational time 
(Figure 1-10). A more efficient approach is to use a dynamic time stepping method 





n + 1  — dp
d t n.max
(1.7)
where Atn+i is the time step in arbitrary time units to be used for the next iteration, p con  
is the density of cortical bone in g/cm3, representing the maximum possible apparent
density value, and ^  is the maximum density derivative in g/time of all mesh
dtn,max
elements. This active time step management ensures that an appreciable change in 
density occurs after every iteration, while preventing model divergence caused by taking 
too large of a time step (Figure 1-10). The size of the change in density is expressed as a 
percentage of the maximum (cortical) value for bone apparent density. (The more 
conservative value of 10% was used for this thesis, as compared to 50% used in the past 
(Weinans et a!., 1993; Van Rietbergen et al., 1993).)
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As the model approaches a converged state, it becomes necessary to decrease the 
change in density per iteration in order increase density resolution. To achieve this, a 
maximum value of A t  =  AtmaxCan be imposed to limit the change in density from one 
iteration to the next, as the density derivative approaches zero towards its converged 
state (Figure 1-10, inset).
Figure 1-10 -  The impact of time step and model convergence.
Initial time steps (e.g. Atu At2, etc.) are calculated using Equation 1.7 to ensure an appreciable change in 
density per iteration (Apm3X/ or ~10% of cortical bone value pcon)■ 4s the model approaches a converged 
state, the maximum change in density must be reduced (inset, Apsmail) to increase the fidelity of the 
numerical method. This is achieved by capping the time step to a maximum value of Atmax.
1.3.3.3 Parameter Selection
Since its development, the "Adaptive Elasticity" model implemented by Huiskes et al. 
(1987) has emerged as one of the more prominent bone remodeling techniques (Boyle 
& Kim, 2011; Prendergast, 1997). Different approaches have been taken in the 
assignment of the parameters /if and s  of Equation 1.4, which have been identified as
2 0
the two parameters having the largest bearing on the final model state as well as model 
convergence (Weinans et al., 1992a; Turner et a i, 2005).
Regarding K, one approach has been to assign a single value for the entire mesh, 
representing a single homeostatic strain state for the entire bone. Two values for K  
used in 2-D models of the proximal human femur are 2.5E-3 J/g (Weinans et a i, 1992a) 
and 4.0E-3 J/g (Weinans et al., 1992b) were the result of "tuning" (i.e., trial and error) 
the model to produce a qualitatively and quantitatively realistic density distribution. In 
an analysis of the proximal femur, Huiskes et a i (1987) derived a single value for Tifthat 
was calculated as the average strain stimulus of all elements in the mesh after it had 
been initialized with a physiological density distribution and was subject to the same 
loading conditions used for remainder of the remodeling analysis. This average value 
was not specified.
In contrast to applying a single value for A"to all the mesh elements, another approach 
has been to apply a single value A/to each individual element. In this case, values for 
the homeostatic strain stimulus are calculated on a per-element basis using a bone 
model that has been initialized with a physiological density distribution and subject to 
an assumed set of loading conditions. Each value A} is then used as the equilibrium 
strain state for that particular mesh element (Kerner et a i, 1999; Sharma et a i,  2009; 
Turner et a i, 2005; Weinans et a i, 1992b). This technique has the advantage of 
compensating for inadequate estimates of modeling parameters (e.g., loading 
conditions) by using the assumed model conditions as the reference state.
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With regards to the dead zone half-width, s, several values have been reported to 
reproduce the density distribution seen in models of the proximal femur. These values 
and range from 0.35 (Weinans et al., 1992a) to 0.75 (Huiskes et al., 1992), with no one 
value clearly emerging as the best candidate.
1.3.3.4 Validation
Table 1-1 summarizes the range of values for dead-zone width (5) and homeostatic 
strain state (A) used in previous studies. The obvious spread of values indicates that 
there is no consensus regarding the parameter values.
Due to this condition of model dependency, proper validation of the FE model and 
behaviour of the remodelling technique are required. Given that Wolff's Law argues 
that the physiological density distribution observed in long bones is a product of its 
loading history, a common approach to model validation involves implementing a strain- 
adaptive model (e.g. Adaptive Elasticity) to a FE representation of a human bone subject 
to an assumed physiological loading environment and initialized with a homogeneous 
density. The model, if valid, should reproduce the physiological density distribution 
observed in the same bone.
This procedure has been conducted using FE models of the glenoid (Sharma et al., 2009) 
and proximal femur (Huiskes et al., 1987; Carter et al., 1989; Beaupré et al., 1990; 
Weinans et al., 1992a; Jacobs et al., 1995; Stülpner et al., 1997), but has yet to be 
applied to the distal ulna. Validation of such a model would provide a versatile design 
tool, capable of assessing the long term viability of prosthetic designs (Section 1.4).
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Table 1-1 -  List of values for sand Kreported from the literature.
Form of Strain
Author Signal ¡¡f s K
Constant,
Huiskes e t a l. ,  1987 Strain energy density 0 average of initial
model
N/A
Beaupré e t al,. 1990 Energy effective stress 0.1 (Effective stress 
used)
Weinans e t a l. ,  1992a Strain energy/mass 0.35 0.0025 J/g
Weinans e t a l. ,  1992b Strain energy/mass 0 0.004 J/g
Huiskes e t a l. ,  1992 Strain energy/mass 0.35-0.75(0.75 selected best) Site-Specific
Weinans e t a l. , 1993 Strain energy/mass 0.35 Site-Specific
Van Rietbergen e t al., 1993 Strain energy/mass 0.35 Site-Specific
Huiskes e t al., 1995 Strain energy/mass 0.75 Site-Specific
Stülpner e t al., 1997 Equivalent strain N/A N/A(Not cited)
Kerner e t  al., 1999 Strain energy/mass 0.75 Site- Site-Specific
Turner e t a l. ,  2005 Equivalent strain 0.55-0.7(0.6 selected best) Site-Specific
Bitsakos e t  al., 2005 Strain energy/mass 0.75 Site-Specific
Sharma e t  al., 2009 Strain energy/mass 0.4 Site-Specific
Sharma e t  al., 2010 Strain energy/mass 0.4 Site-Specific
Dabirrahmani e t al., 2010 Equivalent strain 0.6 Site-Specific
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1.4 Strain-Adaptive Models Applied to Implant Design
As mentioned in Section 1.3.3.3, Adaptive Elasticity has emerged as one of the more
prominent formulations used in predicting bone remodelling. Using this model, 
Weinans et al. (1992a) examined the effect that implant stem material selection had on 
the degree of bone resorption in arthroplasty of the proximal femur. Their models 
predicted that a more flexible implant reduced the amount of stress shielding, and thus 
bone resorption, occurring from joint replacement. In later studies by Van Rietbergen et 
al. (1993) and Weinans et al. (1993), the amount of bone resorption in the proximal 
canine femur implanted with a prosthetic was successfully predicted, representing the 
only study to combine FE element predictions with in-vivo animal experiments. Since 
then, the adaptive elasticity model has been used to investigate the influence of other 
implant design parameters on bone remodeling, such as the surface treatment of 
implant stems (Huiskes, 1995) and the use of resurfacing procedures versus total joint 
resection (Dabirrahmani et al., 2010). Sharma et al. (2009) were the first to validate a 
strain-adaptive model for the glenoid based off of adaptive elasticity theory, using it to 
assess the performance of various glenoid prosthesis designs.
To date, only one study has used FE modeling to assess the impact of joint arthroplasty 
on stress and strain distribution in the distal ulna (Austman et al., 2011). This study 
assessed two different commercially available implant designs, and evaluated changes 
in the initial stresses borne by the ulna, finding implant material to be the dominant 
factor. This analysis was limited in that it only assessed load distribution at one point in
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time, and did not account for future bone remodeling, leaving the question of the long­
term effects of implant material on prosthetic integrity in the distal ulna open.
1.5 Thesis Overview, Objectives and Hypotheses
FE simulations of bone growth and resorption have proven useful in the optimization of 
implant design. To date, these studies have largely been restricted to the glenoid and 
hip. To the author's knowledge, the chapters that follow represent the first attempt at 
constructing of a FE strain-adaptive model of the distal ulna. Thus, the overall purpose 
of this work is to develop a strain-adaptive model of the DRUJ to enable the study of 
bone resorption patterns in the context of joint arthroplasty. This is presented in the 
chapters that follow as a series of three studies using an Integrated Article format.
Chapter 1 introduces the concepts necessary to understand the background theory, 
reviewing human anatomy, bone structure, and the history of strain adaptive 
remodeling via FE analyses. A literature review is also performed, evaluating the work 
of others in this field that has been achieved thus far, and setting a context for the 
relevance of the present set of studies.
Accurate material predictions are a crucial part of the development of any FE analysis, 
and the ability to model the strain response of bone is particularly important in strain- 
adaptive remodeling. A relationship between the apparent density and elastic modulus 
of bone developed by Austman et at. (2009) has been shown to accurately predict strain 
values in the ulna in neutral forearm rotation; however, there is evidence that equation
accuracy may change with loading modes and orientations (Barker et al., 2005; Weinans
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et al., 2000; Yang et al., 2010). The purpose of Chapter 2 is to assess the performance of 
the equation by Austman et al. (2009) in its ability to predict strain in the distal ulna 
while loaded in different orientations. It is hypothesized that this equation will retain its 
accuracy in predicting the strain response throughout this range.
In Chapter 3, a strain-adaptive model capable of predicting the evolution of bone 
density through time will be developed for the distal ulna. Several combinations of 
numerical values will be assigned to dead zone width (s) and homeostatic strain state 
(K). It is hypothesized that a single combination of these parameters will emerge as 
producing the best representation of the physiological density distribution in the ulna, 
and furthermore, that this model will generate a density distribution that converges to a 
steady state over time.
Chapter 4 will demonstrate the utility of the strain-adaptive model developed in Chapter 
3 in an application to the distal ulna implanted with a commercial prosthetic. Implant 
stem material plays a significant role in the degree of stress shielding in the ulna, with a 
more flexible stem material (e.g. titanium) transferring more load to bone tissue than 
stiffer materials (e.g. cobalt chrome). This study was limited by the fact that it only 
examined the state of the bone at one point in time (i.e., immediately following surgery) 
(Austman et al., 2011). The implementation of the strain-adaptive model will reveal the 
long term effects of the differences in stress shielding due to implant material. It is 
hypothesized that the increased stress shielding realized by the stiffer cobalt chrome
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implant stem will translate into more bone density loss than would result from the use 
of the more flexible titanium stem.
Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the results of the thesis, identifying the significance of the 
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Chapter 2: The Com parison o f Density-Elastic Modulus Equations 
for the Distal Ulna at M ultiple Forearm Positions: A  Finite 
Elem ent Study______________________________________________________________________
Overview: Empirically derived, site-specific, material models of bone tissue
require experimental validation using multiple specimens in a variety of
loading conditions (e.g., bending of long bone in multiple planes). This
study identified three density-modulus equations previously shown to
accurately predict ulnar strain in neutral forearm rotation, and compared
their performance through a range of positions from pronation to
supination. One equation emerged as predicting experimental strain values
most accurately, making it the best candidate for use in a strain-based
adaptive remodeling analysis of the distal ulna.
2.1 Introduction
The validity of finite element (FE) simulations used in biomechanical investigations (e.g. 
in strain-adaptive remodeling) depends on the accuracy of the material model used to 
simulate the elastic response of bone. While bone exhibits several non-linear properties 
(Dempster & Liddicoat, 1952; Martens et at., 1983; Goulet et al., 1994; Carter & Hayes 
1977), it has been reported that an inhomogeneous, linear-elastic material model can 
be used to accurately predict the elastic response of bone tissue (Leung et al., 2009; 
Schileo et al., 2007; Taddei et al., 2006). Several studies have been able to create such 
conditions in FE models of bone by first, assigning an inhomogeneous density 
distribution to the FE mesh using computed tomography (CT) data; and second, relating 
each density value to an elastic modulus using an empirical relationship.
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A large number of these density-modulus relationships exist in the literature, and their 
performance in FE models varies depending on the experimental conditions used in 
their derivation (Kalouche et al., 2010; Morgan, Bayraktar, & Keaveny, 2003). A recent 
study by Austman et al. (2008) compared six density-modulus equations selected from 
the literature on their ability to predict strain in FE models of the distal ulna. Of the six 
examined, the equations developed by Carter & Hayes (1977) and Morgan et al. (2003) 
were found to have the highest accuracy. These equations were subsequently improved 
upon in a follow-up study where an ulna-specific density-modulus relationship was 
created using experimental strain data previously collected for the ulna (Austman et al., 
2009).
This ulnar-specific equation is limited in that it was developed using a single loading 
mode, corresponding to bending in neutral forearm rotation, which does not represent 
the full loading range of the ulna. Validation of density-modulus equations requires 
testing in multiple loading cases, as the accuracy of density-modulus equations has been 
shown to change significantly between loading conditions, including bending in different 
planes (Schileo et al., 2007; Taddei et al., 2006; Barker et al., 2005; Weinans et al., 2000; 
Yang et al., 2010). Thus, the purpose of this study is to compare the performance of the 
equations developed by Austman et al. (2009), Carter and Hayes (1977), and Morgan et 
al. (2003) in predicting strain in the ulna through a range of forearm rotation. It is 
hypothesized that the Austman et al. (2009) equation will remain as the most accurate 
of the three throughout the range of motion, as the loading environment proposed for




Experimental strain data collected in a separate study were used in this investigation. A 
detailed account of the experimental process can be found in the Ph.D. dissertation of 
Austman (2009), and is reviewed here for completeness.
Six fresh-frozen right ulnae were cleaned of all soft tissue, thawed, and fixed proximally 
into a custom jig (mean age = 66 ±8 years; 5 male, 1 female; see Appendix B for detailed 
specimen data). Six pairs of uniaxial strain gauges were applied to the medial and 
lateral surfaces of the bone (Figure 2-1). Each medial-lateral strain gauge pair was 
integrated into a Wheatstone half-bridge configuration and output to a data acquisition 
system. The jig was then placed in a materials testing machine (Instron 8872, Canton, 
MA, USA). Strain data were recorded while a 20N load was applied to the distal articular 
surface of the ulnar head. The load application point was varied by rotating the jig 
relative to the actuator, corresponding to 40° of pronation or supination (Figure 2-1).
(a) (b)
Figure 2-1 -  Apparatus used to collect strain data.
(a) Experimental setup and (b) strain gauge locations and loading directions (only lateral gauges shown; P 
= pronation, N = neutral' 5 = supination).
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2.2.2 Finite Element Modeling
In order to acquire density distributions, each bone was subject to a micro-scale 
computed tomography (CT) scan with isotropic 152 pm voxel spacing (explore Ultra, GE 
Healthcare, London, Canada). This process creates a series of greyscale images of the 
specimen's cross-section along its entire length. Each image is composed of regularly 
shaped voxels, each of which possesses a CT number, or Hounsfield value, which 
represents the amount of photo-radiation passing through its volume. Denser regions 
attenuate more radiation (similar to an x-ray image), and a relationship between bone 
density and HU can be established (Figure 2-2).
-1024 0 500+
Air Water Bone
Figure 2-2 - Computed Tomography Image of a Cross Section of the Ulna
Representative CT slice of an ulna, constructed from a number of voxels (volumetric pixels). Each voxel is 
associated with a Hounsfield value (manifested visually as a greyscale value), which represents the amount 
of radiation permitted through its volume. Denser a materials absorb more radiation; HU values of air and 
water are defined as -1024 and 0 respectively, and scaled linearly according to density.
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Each ulna was scanned along with a calibration phantom The .vff image files created 
from the scan were converted to .dcm (DICOM - Digital Imaging and Communications in 
Medicine) file format and imported into the visualization software Mimics® (Materialise, 
Leuven, Belgium). Through a series of grayscale operations (e.g. thresholding, cavity 
filling, etc.) on the CT image voxels, a 3-D "mask" representing the bone volume of the 
ulna was created. Surface geometry information was extracted from the mask and 
saved in .igs file format. The geometry extraction method is further detailed in 
Appendix C.
The .igs file was then imported into the finite element software Abaqus® (Simulia, 
Providence, Rl, USA) where a 3-D model of the bone was created and meshed. Each 
model was meshed with second-order tetrahedral elements using a global element seed 
size of 0.75 mm. Previous studies have shown this element size and type to be 
appropriate investigations of the ulna (Austman etal., 2008).
This mesh was imported into the program MapFE (developed in-house; see Austman's 
(2009) dissertation for a detailed usage description), and registered to the same 
coordinate system as the original CT scan. MapFE then assigned each CT voxel a density 
value by comparing its Hounsfield value with that of the calibration phantom, which was 
then converted to an elastic modulus using one of three density-modulus equations 
shown to best predict strain values in the ulna (Austman et al., 2009):
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E  =  8346p i  s (Austman et al., 2009) (2.1)
E  =  2875p 3 (Carter & Hayes, 1977) (2.2)
E  =  8920p183 (Morgan et al., 2003) (2.3)
where E  (MPa) is elastic modulus and p  (g/cm3) Is apparent density, defined as total 
mass divided by total volume.
An elastic modulus was then assigned to each mesh element by averaging the modulus 
values calculated for each voxel contained within that element's volume. Any voxels 
that occupied the space within a mesh element's volume, but outside the bone's 
physical boundary were excluded. MapFE then created a .inp file containing the 
combined mesh and density distribution information, which was Imported Into Abaqus.
Modeling the experimental set-up, a 20 N force was applied to the articular surface of 
each model at 40° of pronatlon and supination (Figure 2-1). The proximal end of the 
ulna was fully fixed approximately 150 mm proximal to Its distal epiphyseal surface. In 
total, FE models of six ulna specimens were loaded In two orientations using three 
density-modulus relations, totalling 36 finite element models. The mesh elements 
corresponding to each strain gauge location were identified for all models, and the 




Two-way repeated measures (RM) ANOVAs with post-hoc Student-Newman-Keuls tests 
(a = 0.05) were used to compare model and experimental strain output values across all 
gauge locations. Root mean squared error (RMSE) using all six gauge locations were 
calculated for each specimen as a measure of error magnitude. Intraclass correlation 
coefficients (ICCs) were calculated to examine the correlation between experimental 
and predicted strain. In addition, Bland-Altman plots, which have been suggested as a 
more appropriate method for assessing the degree of agreement between two methods 
of measurement than a simple correlation (Bland & Altman, 1986), were constructed to 
detect any biases or systemic errors.
2.3 Results
The results of the two-way RM ANOVA showed a significant interaction between gauge 
location and density-modulus equation used (p < 0.05) in both pronation and 
supination. Therefore, separate one-way RM ANOVAs were performed comparing 
strain results of each equation to the experimental strain values for each gauge location 
(Table 2-1).
In both pronation and supination, and at all gauge locations, Equation 2.1 was not found 
to significantly differ from the experimental strain values (p > 0.05). Equation 2.3 
performed well at the distal gauges with p > 0.05 at gauge 1 in pronation and gauges 1 
and 2 in supination. Equation 2.2 performed well at gauge 4 in pronation and gauges 4
and 5 in supination (p > 0.05).
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Table 2-1 -  P-values resulting from the one-way RM ANOVAs for pronation and supination.





Eq. 2.2 Eq. 2.3 Eq. 2.1 Eq. 2.2 Eq. 2.3
Distal 1 0.79 0.01 0.92 0.42 <0.01 0.49A 2 0.37 0.01 0.02 0.49 0.02 0.06
3 0.74 0.01 <0.01 0.44 0.02 <0.01
4 0.22 0.22 <0.01 0.88 0.17 <0.01
5 0.36 0.03 <0.01 0.83 0.17 <0.01
Proximal 6 0.86 <0.01 <0.01 0.84 0.05 <0.01
The RMSE of strain predicted by each equation for each individual specimen is 
presented in Table 2-2. In pronation, Equation 2.1 displayed the lowest RMSE in five of 
the six specimens, with the sixth specimen being best represented by Equation 2.2. In 
supination, Equation 2.1 had the lowest RMSE values in three specimens, Equation 2.3 
in two specimens, and the Equation 2.2 in one specimen. In the instances where 
Equation 2.1 did not have the lowest RMSE, it was always second lowest. When 
calculating the overall RMSE by incorporating data from all six specimens together, 
Equation 2.1 had the lowest RMSE in pronation (26.6 ps) and in supination (34.1 pe).
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Table 2-2 -  RMSE (h e) between calculated and experimental strain values.
Overall RMSE for each equation in each orientation is also presented.
Pronation __________ Supination
Specimen Eq. 2.1 Eq. 2.2 Eq. 2.3 Eq. 2.1 Eq. 2.2 Eq. 2.3
1 25.50 32.46 60.33 21.56 37.81 17.18
2 37.54 141.20 38.45 25.41 88.83 41.15
3 20.83 48.44 36.87 23.63 67.45 30.17
4 27.65 22.46 69.85 16.48 38.95 25.39
5 20.27 32.13 72.92 64.42 50.85 105.32
6 23.82 51.08 28.50 29.94 43.60 9.58
Overall 26.57 67.68 53.99 34.12 57.55 49.54
Bland-Altman plots between experimental and predicted strain were constructed for 
each equation (Figure 2-3). The mean difference and limits of agreement 
(corresponding to ±1.96 standard deviations) for each plot are displayed in Table 2-3. It 
is evident that in both pronation and supination, Equation 2.2 tended to underestimate, 
and Equation 2.3 overestimate, the experimental strain values. Equation 2.1 showed a 
slight tendency to overestimate strain in supination only. This equation also displayed 
the smallest bias error, and the tightest limits of agreement.
Table 2-3 -  Mean difference and limits of agreement values for the Bland-Altman plots.
Limits of Agreement correspond to ±1.96 standard deviations.
Pronation Supination
Equation Eq. 2.1 Eq. 2.2 Eq. 2.3 Eq. 2.1 Eq. 2.2 Eq. 2.3
Mean
Difference 1.0 pe
39.8 pe -41.7 pe 5.8 pe 34.5 pe -29.1 pe
Limits of 
Agreement
±26.9 pe ±55.5 pe ±34.8 pe ±34.1 pe ±46.7 pe ±40.7pe
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-------Bias Error
Equation 2.1 - Supination
(A) Average of Model and Experimental Strain (pg)
Equation 2.2 - Supination
(B) Average of Model and Experimental Strain (pg)
Limits of Agreement
Equation 2.1 - Pronation
0 100 200 300 400 500
(D) Average of Model and Experimental Strain (pg)
Equation 2.2 - Pronation
(E) Average of Model and Experimental Strain (pg)
Equation 2.3 - Supination Equation 2.3 - Pronation
(C) Average of Model and Experimental Strain (pg) (F) Average of Model and Experimental Strain (pg)
Figure 2-3 -  Bland-Altman plots for each equation.
Supination corresponds to A -  C, pronation to D - F .  Limits of agreement correspond to a single standard 
deviation
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Regarding ICC values (Table 2-4), Equation 2.1 calculated strains that correlated best 
with experimental values and had the narrowest 95% confidence interval in pronation 
and supination.
Table 2-4 -  Intraclass Correlation Coefficients between calculated and experimental strain.
Pronation Supination
Equation Eq. 2.1 Eq. 2.2 Eq. 2.3 Eq. 2.1 Eq. 2.2 Eq. 2.3
ICC 0.940 0.685 0.748 0.897 0.750 0.766
Lower Bound 0.886 0.291 0.041 0.809 0.363 0.407
Upper Bound 0.969 0.854 0.915 0.946 0.89 0.897
2.4 Discussion
The selection of an appropriate density-modulus relationship is integral to producing an 
accurate subject-specific FE model. This study took three density-modulus equations 
previously shown to best describe the elastic properties of the ulna in neutral forearm 
rotation, and compared their performance in out of plane bending at 40° of pronation 
and supination. As was previously shown in neutral rotation, the equation developed by 
Austman et al., (2009) (Equation 2.1) outperformed those of Carter and Hayes (1977) 
(Equation 2.2) and Morgan et al., (2003) (Equation 2.3) in all statistical comparisons.
The RM ANOVAs showed Equation 2.1 to be the only one that did not significantly differ 
from experimental values at any gauge location. Furthermore, Equation 2.1 displayed 
the lowest overall RMSE and highest ICC values with the narrowest 95% confidence 
interval. The Bland-Altman plots showed that Equation 2.1 had the smallest bias error 
and limits of agreement in pronation and supination. These results compare well with
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those of Austman et al. (2009), who applied a 20 N medially-directed load In neutral 
forearm rotation and showed magnitudes of overall RMSE, ICC values, mean differences 
and limits of agreement of 29.21 pe, 0.94 (lower bound 0.80, upper bound 0.97), 19.0 ps 
and ±27.7 pe, respectively.
The Bland-Altman plots and RMSE values for Equation 2.3 indicated a smaller deviation 
from experimental strains at lower strain values (I.e. more distally at gauges 1 and 2). 
This might be expected considering that this equation (Morgan et al., 2003) used data 
from cancellous bone samples, which would have a greater influence distally, towards 
the ulna's epiphysis and close to the first two gauges. Conversely, Equation 2.2 showed 
no differences compared with experimental values proximally, at gauges 4 and 5, which 
are located on ulna's diaphysis. Again, this trend would be expected as this equation 
(Carter and Hayes, 1977) was developed using cortical bone, which is prominent in the 
diaphysis.
It is important to interpret the results obtained in this study in light of the limitations 
imposed by the model. Equations 2.1 -  2.3 present a simplified isotropic and linear- 
elastic model of bone, a material that has been shown to exhibit orthotropic properties 
(Dempster and Liddicoat 1952; Martens et al., 1983; Goulet et al., 1994); however, the 
creation of orthotropic material models of bone using scalar CT data requires 
assumptions regarding the determination of principal material directions. One 
approach has been the use anatomic structures as a guide to indicate overall tracts of 
stress, assuming bone will naturally align itself in these directions; however, the
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presence of highly oriented trabeculae and variable stress tracts in the epiphysis make 
this approach prone to error (Baca et al., 2008), compounded by the fact of inter­
specimen variability. Studies have shown that isotropic, inhomogeneous models can 
yield results comparable to orthotropic models, particularly in the diaphysis (Baca et al., 
2008; Peng et al., 2006). Furthermore, the isotropic models have compared well with 
anisotropic models of long bone in the absence of shear stresses (Barker et al., 2005; 
Yang et al., 2010), and the ulna has been shown to bear predominantly bending loads 
with negligible torsion (Gordon et al., 2006).
The experimental setup used to collect strain gauge values was also not optimal in that 
uniaxial strain gauges were used, which only provided one component of the strain 
tensor. The use of strain gauge rosettes would have provided a more complete 
indication of the strain state at any particular point of interest. Regardless, 
experimental strain values still correlated well with numerical predictions, and the use 
of half-bridge circuitry provided advantages of temperature compensation and 
increased gain as opposed to a simple quarter-bridge setup. Furthermore, the use of 
multiple unpaired specimens in this study increases its statistical power, addressing the 
issue of inter-specimen variability.
Despite the shortcomings of this study's experimental and numerical components, the 
clinical value of this work is considerable. The verification of the density-modulus 
equations tested using out of plane bending is an important step towards the 
development of a strain-adaptive model of the distal radio-ulnar joint (DRUJ). The data
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gathered in the present study identify the density-modulus equation developed by
Austman et al., (2009) as the best current model of the elastic properties of the ulna,
and therefore most appropriate for use in the development of a strain-adaptive model
of the ulna, which is the subject of Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3: Developm ent o f Strain Adaptive Finite Elem ent Model 
for the Ulna__________________________________________________________________________
Overview: In Chapter 2, a validated relationship was established between
bone apparent density and elastic modulus that allowed for the estimation
of the strain field within a FE model of the ulna. The following chapter
employs this relationship In the development of a material model that
simulates the time-evolution of bone density distribution In the ulna as it
adapts to a strain-based mechanical stimulus.
3.1 Introduction
In cases where the head of the distal ulnar is replaced with an implant, loads normally 
borne by mineralised bone tissue are instead diverted through the stiffer prosthetic, a 
phenomenon termed stress shielding. The body's metabolic response to this condition 
is to decrease its density in the shielded bone in accordance with Wolff's Law (Chapter 
1). The loss of bone density surrounding prosthetic joint implants has long been 
documented as detrimental to long term implant survivability (Engh et al., 1990; Kerner 
et al., 1999; Van Rietbergen et al., 1993). Several material models have been developed 
that use strain induced within bone tissue as a governing mechanical stimulus in the 
redistribution of bone density, and are sometimes referred to as strain-adaptive models 
(Cowin & Hegedus, 1976; Hayes & Snyder, 1981; Fyhrie & Carter, 1986; Cowin, 1986; 
Carter et al., 1987).
One of these theories, the theory of Adaptive-Elasticity (Cowin & Hegedus, 1976), has 
been implemented via finite element (FE) analyses to mimic the behaviour of Wolff's
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law by predicting the evolution of bone density over time (Huiskes et al., 1987). This 
theory requires that for the density of bone to remain in a steady state, a specific level 
of strain stimulation induced in bone tissue is required, corresponding to a homeostatic 
strain state. Any stimulation that over- or undershoots this homeostatic value by a 
given threshold will cause a respective increase or decrease in bone density. The range 
of strain signal values that fail to trigger an increase or decrease in bone density is 
referred to as the "dead-zone" (Frost, 1964).
Reports from the literature have yielded a range of values for both the homeostatic 
strain state and dead-zone width (Chapter 1). This indicates that specific numerical 
values used in the FE implementation of Adaptive Elasticity are model dependent. Thus, 
proper validation of the behaviour of the remodelling technique is required before it can 
be applied to further remodeling applications (i.e., predicting the long-term influence of 
various implant design parameters on bone integrity). This can be accomplished by 
implementing the strain-adaptive procedure in a FE model of a bone that has been 
"blanked" (i.e. had its physiological density distribution replaced with a homogeneous 
one). By subjecting the model to an approximate /n-vivo loading environment, its final 
converged density state should resemble that of the physiological bone.
This validation procedure has been conducted in FE models of the glenoid (Sharma, et 
al., 2009) and proximal femur (Beaupré et al., 1990a; Carter et al., 1989; Huiskes et al., 
1987; Jacobs et al., 1995; Stülpner et al., 1997; Weinans et al., 1992a); however, the 
validation of a strain-adaptive model in the distal ulnar has not yet been performed,
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which is the goal of the present study. Such an accomplishment would result a versatile 
design tool, capable of assessing the long term viability of prosthetic designs, as well as 
providing a novel perspective of the /n-vivo loading experienced by the DRUJ.
3.2 Methods and Materials
3.2.1 Finite Element Model Construction
Of the six specimens examined in Chapter 2, the model of Ulna Specimen #1 was used 
for the present study because it exhibited relatively low RMSE values between 
experimental and predicted strain. Specimen #1 (hereafter referred to as "the ulna") 
corresponded to the right ulna of a 72 year old male (Appendix B). The process of 
constructing the solid model and 3-D mesh for the ulna is included in Appendix D and 
briefly described in Sections 3.2.1.1 - 3.2.1.2.
3.2.1.1 3-D Model and Mesh Generation
Following the procedure outlined in Appendix D, a 3-D mask of the ulna was created in 
Mimics® (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium), which was used to produce a triangular mesh 
representation of the ulna's surface. The mesh was saved in .stl (stereolithographic) 
format and imported into the computer aided design (CAD) program Solidworks®. The 
.stl mesh was then converted to a 3-D surface using the Surface Wizard feature of 
Solidworks' "Scan To 3D" plug-in. The surface geometry was saved in .igs format and 
imported into the FE design software Abaqus® and converted to a solid model. Meshing 
was accomplished using Abaqus' native tools using second-order tetrahedral elements
with a global element size of 0.75 mm.
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3.2.1.2 Boundary and Loading Conditions
The proximal end of the ulna model was set to a fully fixed boundary condition
approximately 150 mm proximal to its distal epiphyseal surface. Two loading cases of 
the distal articular surface were examined. The first case attempted to capture the 
loads borne by the ulna throughout the full range of forearm rotation, applying the two 
loads corresponding to the pronated and supinated positions (as described in Section 
2.2.2) sequentially, in addition to one in neutral forearm rotation. For this case, only the 
volume of bone representing the diaphysis of the ulna was considered for analysis, as no 
effort was made to model the loading in the epiphysis, and the remodeling procedure 
would only cause it to resorb.
A second, more simplified, loading case was investigated, which applied only the 
bending load in neutral forearm rotation. For this case, the volume of bone analyzed 
was further reduced to a thin volume of bone in line with the loading plane of the 
applied force in the diaphysis of the ulna (Figure 3-1).
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Figure 3-1 -  3-D ulna with a single neutral load used to stimulate bone growth/apposition.
The green and white sections together represent the region of interest when using multiple loading 
conditions. The green slice represents the region of interest limited to the diaphysis of the ulna.
3.2.1.3 Creating a Mesh with a Physiological Density Distribution
In order to create a physiological representation of the density distribution of the ulna, 
the density values interpreted from the CT scan needed to be assigned as a field variable 
to each mesh element. This was accomplished using a custom script written in Python 
to first read the density information written to the .inp file output from MapFE, and 
second, to write the density information to a text file in a separate directory (one text 
file per element). This allowed a separate Abaqus subroutine, SDVINI (Appendix F), to 
read in a physiological density value for each element, allowing for the comparison of 
density values calculated from the FE simulation to a known value.
It should be noted that MapFE only has the capability to assign one density value per 
element, while the implementation of the UMAT subroutine used to implement the
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strain-adaptive algorithm operates on element integration points. Thus, the density 
value assigned to each element as output from MapFE was assigned to all integration 
points of the corresponding element.
3.2.2 Strain Adaptive Material Theory
The evolution of apparent density in the ulna was based on the time integrated strain 
adaptive remodeling theory developed by Huiskes et. al. (1987) (see Section 1.3.3). This 
relationship uses strain energy per unit bone tissue mass as the strain stimulus that 
dictates changes in apparent density of bone over time, expressed as Equation 1.4 
(repeated here for convenience):
B \ U/p -  (1 +  s )K ) (1 +  s )K  <  u/p
0 (1 -  s )K  <  u/p <  (1 +  s)K  (1.4)
B'(y/p - { l - s ) K )  % < ( l - s ) t f
The time constant ^'(gVJ/cm Vtim e) was set to a value of 1 time unit. Time integration 
was executed using the Adams-Bashforth method (Equation 1.6) and the dynamic time­
stepping method described in Chapter 1 (Equation 1.7) was used with a maximum time 
step size of 100 time units. The value for the apparent density of cortical bone taken as 
1.85 g/cm3 (Austman et al., 2008; 2009), while 0.01 g/cm3 was imposed as a lower limit, 
representing fully resorbed bone. The initial homogeneous apparent density of the ulna 
was set to 0.8 g/cm3 (Weinans et al., 1992a; Weinans et al., 1992b).
The relation used to relate apparent density to elastic modulus was that identified in 





The parameters reported to have the largest bearing on the final state of a strain- 
adaptive model are homeostatic strain signal (A) and dead-zone width (s) (Weinans et 
al., 1992a; Turner et al., 2005). Several estimates for these parameters were tested in 
order to gauge the extent of the effect of each parameter, and determine which 
combination would yield a density distribution that most closely resembled the 
physiological case.
Two values for a constant value of strain stimulus (A) found in the literature were 2.5E-3 
J/g and 4.0E-3 J/g (Weinans et al., 1992a; Weinans et al., 1992b). In order to gauge the 
appropriateness of these values, a physiological model of the ulna (i.e., a model that had 
been initialized with the ulna's physiological density distribution) was loaded using a 20 
N bending load in neutral forearm rotation and an average value for strain stimulus 
(U/p) was determined (Huiskes et al., 1987). Values of 2.5E-3 J/g, 2.5E-4 J/g and 2.5E-5 
J/g were selected for the investigation, as it was judged that these values represented a 
large enough spread to highlight appreciable trends in model results.
An alternative to setting a constant value for the homeostatic strain state is to use a 
site-specific approach, where the homeostatic strain stimulus value varies throughout 
the modeling domain (Huiskes et al., 1987; Huiskes et al., 1992; Weinans et al., 1993; 
Van Rietbergen et al., 1993; Huiskes et al., 1995; Kerner et al., 1999; Turner et al., 2005; 
Sharma et al., 2009; Bitsakos et al., 2005; Dabirrahmani et al. 2010). This method
applies the assumed loading conditions to a physiological model of the bone of interest
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and uses the resulting strain field to calculate a unique homeostatic strain state value 
wherever field variables are calculated (in the present case, this corresponds to element 
integration points) (see Section 1.3.3.3). The advantage of this technique is that it uses 
the imposed loading conditions as the reference state, compensating for inaccuracies in 
the loading assumptions.
With regards to the dead zone half-width (5), values reported from the literature as best 
representing the density distribution seen in a human bone were based on models of 
the proximal femur, and range from 0.35 (Weinans et a!., 1992a) to 0.75 (Huiskes et al., 
1992) (see Table 1-1 for detailed listing). In an attempt to capture the effects of this 
spectrum, three values of swere chosen for the present study: 0.35, 0.55 and 0.75.
The three values for dead zone width s  combined with three values for homeostatic 
strain signal (K) resulted in nine FE models. Adding the three models utilizing element- 
specific (K) values (one for each value of dead zone (s), a total of twelve models of the 
ulna were created (Table 3-1).




2.5 E-3 J/g 2.5 E-4 J/g 2.5 E-5 J/g Site-Specific
0.35
3 x 4 = 12 total models0.55
0.75
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3.2.4 Implementation in Abaqus Finite Element Software
The strain adaptive theory was executed iteratively using the FE design software 
Abaqus® through the user subroutine UMAT, which allows for the definition of user- 
defined material properties. Detailed instructions on the creation of the FE models can 
be found in Appendix E, and the full Fortran coding for the UMAT is in Appendix F. The 
procedure followed by the UMAT is illustrated in Figure 3-2, and described as follows:
Each iteration consisted of two phases: a loading and unloading phase. To start off both 
phases, the stiffness matrix is constructed for each element using a Poisson's ratio (v) of 
0.3 and elastic modulus (E) based on the element's current density (Equation 2.1), with 
the initial density initialized to 0.8 g/cm3 for the first iteration. During the first (loading) 
phase, the assumed loading and boundary conditions are imposed, at which point the 
strain stimulus values are calculated at the element's integration points and saved for 
the next (unloading) phase. The time step At is then calculated using the maximum 
value of density derivative computed among all the elements from the unloading phase 
of the previous iteration. (Note that At = 1 time unit is used for the first iteration).
In the second (unloading) phase, the bone is released from the imposed load. The strain 
signal carried over from the loading phase is used to calculate the density derivative via 
Equation 1.4. As the model works through all the mesh elements, the maximum value 
for density derivative is tracked, and saved for the loading phase of the next iteration. 
Once the density derivative has been calculated, a new value for density is calculated 
using the Adams-Bashforth method (or Forward-Euler, in the case of the first iteration).
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Figure 3-2 -  Flowchart representation of the strain adaptive process.
The procedure is implemented at the integration points of mesh elements using the Abaqus subroutine 




Each model was run for 100 iterations, with estimated density values recorded at the
integration points of the elements within the regions of interest (Figure 3-1) at intervals 
of 20 iterations. The average error between the apparent density values estimated at 
element integration points and those acquired from the CT scan were calculated to 
determine the existence of any biases in density estimates. In addition, the root mean 
square error (RMSE) between the predicted and physiological density values was used 
to gauge absolute model accuracy. Density plots of the region of interest for each 
model were also created to enable a qualitative comparison between the calculated and 
physiological apparent density distributions.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Models Loaded in Pronation, Supination and Neutral Forearm Rotation
Preliminary results showed bands of increased density corresponding to the loading 
plane of each force (Figure 3-3), indicating that a point load would only induce bone 
remodeling in the plane in which it was applied. It became apparent that if the entire 
volume of the ulna were used to assess the accuracy of the model, elements that had 
resorbed due to a lack of stimulation (strain) resulting from an inadequate loading 
resolution would artificially inflate the error calculated in the entire model, and not 
necessarily reflect the performance of the remodelling procedure itself. This approach 
was abandoned in favour of the more encouraging results obtained using the single
loading mode (see Section 3.3.2) and reduced analysis region.
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Figure 3 -3  -  Density distribution results using multiple loads.
Bands of higher density (regions in red and orange) corresponding to the plane of action of loads applied 
to the ulna's articular surface.
3.3.2 Models Loaded in Neutral Forearm Rotation Only
Table 3-2 displays the RMSE values for all twelve models after the first 100 model 
iterations. These values are graphed together in Figure 3-4.
Regardless of dead-zone width (s), models utilizing a site-specific value for homeostatic 
strain stimulus (K), as well as a constant value of 2.5 E-3 J/g, appeared divergent based 
on RMSE values after approximately 20 and 40 iterations respectively. The minimum 
RMSE values for these models were fairly close to one another across dead-zone values, 
averaging 0.64 gm/cm3 for the site-specific models and 0.54 g/cm3 for models using K =
2.5 E-3 J/g.
At the end of 100 iterations, the models using K  values of 2.5E-5 J/g and 2.5E-4 J/g 
showed evidence of converging to constant error state; however, models using K =  2.5E- 
5 J/g displayed relatively high RMSE values, never going below 0.7 g/cm3, and were not 
investigated further. The models using K  -  2.5E-4 J/g displayed the least error of all
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models. After 100 iterations for these three models, the model with a dead-zone of 
0.35 displayed the lowest RMSE value of 0.44 g/cm3; however, this model showed an 
even lower RMSE of 0.43 g/cm3 after 80 iterations, and the downward trend of the 
RMSE values for the models using dead-zone widths of 0.55 and 0.75 suggested that 
these models required further iterations towards convergence before any firm 
conclusions could be formed. Thus, all three models utilizing a K value of 2.5E-4 J/g 
were run for a further 100 iterations (Table 3-2, Figure 3-5).
After 200 iterations, the largest change in RMSE values between reporting periods (i.e., 
between iterations 180 and 200) was less than 1% across all three models, displaying 
steady behaviour. The RMSE values for these three models were 0.46 g/cm3, 0.46 
g/cm3 and 0.49 g/cm3 for dead-zone values of 0.35, 0.55 and 0.75, respectively.
Table 3-2 - RMSE values between predicted and physiological density values.
Error values in g/cm3. X Indicates that the model was not run for this number of iterations.
K = 2.5 E-3 J/g K = 2.5 E-4 J/g K = 2.5E-5J/g Site-Specific K
Iter. # S =  0.35 0.55 0.75 0.35 0.55 0.75 0.35 0.55 0.75 0.35 0.55 0.75
0 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80
20 0.75 0.76 0.78 0.70 0.70 0.71 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.63 0.64 0.65
40 0.80 0.75 0.72 0.50 0.54 0.57 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.64 0.66 0.69
60 0.85 0.78 0.73 0.44 0.49 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.68 0.71 0.74
80 0.87 0.79 0.74 0.43 0.46 0.53 0.58 0.58 0.57 0.72 0.76 0.79
100 0.88 0.80 0.74 0.44 0.45 0.51 0.61 0.6 0.59 0.76 0.79 0.82
120 X X X 0.44 0.45 0.50 X X X X X X
140 X X X 0.45 0.45 0.50 X X X X X X
160 X X X 0.45 0.46 0.50 X X X X X X
180 X X X 0.46 0.46 0.49 X X X X X X
200 X X X 0.46 0.46 0.49 X X X X X X
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Effect of Values K(\/g) and s on RMSE
Figure 3-4 -  RMSE calculated between predicted and physiological density values.
Results are all for all parameter combinations over the first 100 iterations.
K= 2.5 E-4 J/g
Iteration Number
Figure 3-5 -  RMSE predicted and physiological density values for models using K =  2.5 E-4 J/g.
Results are for models with dead-zone widths from s = 0.35 -  0.75 over the course of 200 iterations.
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The average error between the density values calculated for each element by the strain 
adaptive model and their corresponding physiological values are listed in Table 3-3. 
Independent of dead-zone value, models running K  = 2.5E-3 J/g consistently 
underestimated bone density, while those running K  = 2.5E-5 J/g or a site-specific K  
value consistently overestimated bone density.
The average and standard deviation of error between predicted and scanned density 
values for models with K =  2.5E-4 J/g are plotted in Figure 3-6. Together, these three 
models displayed the lowest average errors in terms of absolute value of all models 
tested. The models with dead-zone values of 0.35 and 0.55 had a tendency to 
underestimate bone density with average error values of -0.15 g/cm3 and -0.10 g/cm3, 
respectively, while the model with a dead-zone value of 0.75 tended to overestimate 
density values with an average error of 0.05 g/cm3. For the models utilizing a dead-zone 
of 0.35 and 0.55, the standard deviation at 200 iterations narrows to 0.43 g/cm3 and 
0.45 g/cm3, respectively, from an initial value of 0.78 g/cm3. For the model with s  = 
0.75, the standard deviation was more variable, ending with a value of 0.52 g/cm3 after 
200 iterations.
Figure 3-7 shows density plots of the final state of each model (200 iterations for models 
where K  = 2.5E-4 J/g, 100 iterations for all other models), as well as the density 
distribution of the ulna as interpreted from the original CT scan. Models utilizing a K  
value of 2.5E-3 J/g failed to adequately represents the ulna's dense cortical shell, with 
the inner volume largely resorbed to the minimum density of 0.01 g/cm3. For models
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with A"values set to 2.5E-5 J/g, a thick cortical layer has appeared on the outer surfaces 
of the bone; however, the medullary canal of the ulna has failed to form. Models using 
a site-specific /ifvalue produce cortical shell, but also fail to produce a medullary canal 
with tracts of dense cortical bone filling the inside of the ulna. The models using a K  
value of 2.5E-4 J/g were the only ones to strike a reasonable balance between a 
realistically thick cortical shell and well-defined medullary canal. Of these three, the 
model using s  = 0.55 (highlighted in red in Figure 3-7) was thought to be most 
representative of the physiological density distribution based on the fact that the model 
using s =  0.55 had a smaller absolute average error value than when s=  0.35.
The effect of dead-zone value (s) is also apparent from the plots in Figure 3-7. A larger 
dead-zone value has the effect of "smearing" out the density distribution, resulting in 
more gradual density gradients, with the opposite effect of large density gradients for
small dead-zone values.
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Table 3-3 -  Average error values in g/cm3 between predicted and physiological density values.

















0 -0.17 -0.17 -0.17 -0.17 -0.17 -0.17 -0.17 -0.17 -0.17 -0.17 -0.17 -0.17
20 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.08 -0.08 -0.08 -0.29 -0.24 -0.20 0.07 0.10 0.09
40 0.26 0.26 0.25 0.03 0.05 0.07 -0.58 -0.53 -0.42 0.19 0.18 0.16
60 0.34 0.33 0.33 -0.04 0.02 0.07 -0.60 -0.56 -0.47 0.25 0.23 0.21
80 0.38 0.37 0.36 -0.10 -0.02 0.05 -0.61 -0.57 -0.48 0.29 0.27 0.25
100 0.40 0.39 0.39 -0.12 -0.06 0.04 -0.61 -0.57 -0.49 0.32 0.29 0.27
120 X X X -0.13 -0.08 0.02 X X X X X X
140 X X X -0.14 -0.09 -0.08 X X X X X X
160 X X X -0.14 -0.09 0.07 X X X X X X
180 X X X -0.14 -0.10 0.07 X X X X X X
200 X X X -0.15 -0.10 0.05 X X X X X X
5=0.35
100
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Iteratio n  N um ber
Figure 3-6 -  The effect of dead zone width s on the average error fg/cm3) for models using K =  2.5E-4.
Error bars represent ±1 standard deviation across all elements of interest.




















5= 0 .7 5
Figure 3-7 -The final density distributions throughout the region of interest for all models.
200 iterations were executed for models using K  = 2.5E-4 J/g, 100 iterations for all others. The physiological density distribution is included for comparison, 
labelled at the proximal (P) and distal (D) ends. The model framed in red indicates the model that best reproduced the physiological density distribution.
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3.4 Discussion
In the present study, the validation of a strain-adaptive model to mimic the evolution of 
bone density was executed using two sets of FE models of a human ulna. One set 
attempted to implement bending loads throughout a range of forearm rotation; 
however, preliminary results showed that the inadequate loading resolution 
implemented in the models resulted in gross bone resorption throughout the volume of 
the ulna. It was decided that these results were not representative of the remodeling 
algorithm itself, but rather a limitation of the assumed loading environment, and this 
approach was abandoned. A second set of models reduced the domain of analysis to a 
thin slice of bone within the loading plane of a single bending load, which largely 
removed this influence.
Parameters in the strain-adaptive algorithm that had the greatest influence on the 
model density evolution were identified as dead-zone width (s) and homeostatic strain 
stimulus (K). The FE models were subject to different combinations of numerical values 
for these parameters using identical meshes and loading conditions. The density 
distributions resulting from these combinations were compared to see which model 
produced a density distribution that most resembled that of a physiological ulna. A 
single combination was identified that resulted in a model that displayed steady-state 
behaviour and was capable of producing a density distribution reasonably similar, both 
quantitatively and qualitatively, to a physiological human ulna of the same geometry.
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The models utilizing dead-zone widths of 5 =  0.B5 and s =  0.55 and homeostatic strain 
stimulus value of K  = 2.5 E-4 J/g shared the smallest RMSE value (0.46 g/cm3) of all 
model combinations. The model utilizing s =  0.55 had the smaller average error value 
(in terms of absolute magnitude) of these two models (-0.10 g/cm3 as opposed to -0.15 
g/cm3). The combination of s =  0.55 and K =  0.35 was thus judged to be the model that 
reproduced the physiological bone distribution in the ulna most accurately.
From a qualitative perspective, this model was able to reproduce important bone 
structures in the diaphysis of the ulna, including a dense cortical shell along the length 
of the ulna with a resorbed (hollow) central medullary canal. Towards the distal end of 
the ulna, this canal was gradually filled with tissue of increasing density, while the 
cortical shell began to thin, mimicking the transition to cancellous bone encased in a 
thin cortical layer observed in the ulna's epiphysis.
It is notable that the models utilizing a lv a lu e  of 2.5 E-4 J/g and 2.5E-5 J/g displayed 
steady state behaviour by the end of their respective simulations. This was manifested 
in the trend towards a constant value for RMSE reached by these models, as well as the 
fact that the maximum change in density over all model elements was less than 0.015 
g/cm3 (less than 1% of the density range) in their final iterations. This runs contrary to 
reports from 2-D and 3-D models, who found optimal results for their model at some 
intermediate iteration before their simulations diverged (Beaupré et al.,1990a; 1990b; 
Carter et al., 1989; Huiskes et al., 1987; Sharma et al., 2009). This suggests that a single
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strain stimulus value can be used to in a remodeling analysis of human bone, contrary to 
the more popular notion of using a site-specific value for K.
The density distribution results across all models investigated makes physical sense in a 
number of aspects. Models that grossly overestimated the homeostatic strain state 
(i.e., K =  2.5E-3 J/g) resulted in a much more flexible bone than that seen physiologically, 
as evidenced by the consistent negative average error in density across all models 
utilizing this homeostatic strain level. This reflects the response of the material model 
towards a lower overall density in order increase the strain stimulus throughout the 
ulna until a relatively large homeostatic stimulus value is reached. The opposite 
response is apparent when the homeostatic strain state is underestimated (i.e., K  -  
2.5E-5 J/g), resulting in an overly stiff bone. Models utilizing the intermediate 
homeostatic strain value (i.e., K -  2.5E-4 J/g) showed smaller error magnitudes, and 
therefore less of a tendency to over- or underestimate the ulna's density distribution. 
This indicates 2.5E-4 J/g is an appropriate order of magnitude for these particular model 
conditions.
Regarding the models using the site-specific lv a lu e , longitudinal tracts of higher density 
appeared within the ulna, towards to what would be the bone's medullary canal. When 
the ulna's elements are initialized to homeostatic strain values, these inner regions 
would be assigned a relatively small K value due to the small amount of strain they 
would experience closer to the neutral bending axis of the ulna. This would have a
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similar effect on the resulting density state as underestimating the lv a lu e  at 2.5E-5 J/g, 
where density values were overestimated.
The value for dead zone, s, had different effects on overall RMSE depending on the 
value of K used. When Afwas set to 2.5 E-5 J/g or 2.5 E-3 J/g, increasing sdecreased the 
overall RMSE error, with the opposite effect happening when A"was either site-specific 
or set to 2.5 E-4 J/g. Based on the density plots in Figure 3-7, for all models utilizing a 
constant value for K, higher values of s  were associated with a more diffuse density 
distribution throughout the ulna, while lower values resulted in fewer intermediate 
density tracts between the densified cortical shell and resorbed inner medullary canal. 
This is likely a result of the dead-zone acting as an attenuating factor in the strain- 
adaptive process, resulting in less overall remodeling than the same model using a 
smaller dead-zone. Less remodeling would mean a final model closer to the initialized 
state, which in this case was a homogeneous density distribution. The models utilizing a 
site-specific value for K  displayed little qualitative differences in their density 
distribution plots between dead-zone values.
Regardless of the accomplishments of the current model, many assumptions were 
made. The elastic behaviour of the model was considered to be isotropic, despite bone 
demonstrating anisotropic behaviour. This issue was largely addressed in Chapter 2, 
which reported that the isotropic assumption for bone has been shown to be adequate 
as long as inhomogeneous material properties are used. As an alternative to using an 
anisotropic material, several attempts have been made to incorporate strain direction as
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well as magnitude into a strain-adaptive theory. These approaches draw on concepts 
such as a damage-repair theory and topology optimization to incorporate a directional 
component in the bone remodeling procedure, attempting to align local material 
directions with principal strain directions, mimicking the trabecular structure of 
cancellous bone (Boyle et al., 2011; Doblaré et al., 2002). These approaches may be 
investigated in future model revisions. Still, the present analysis is considered adequate 
as it is mainly concerned with the diaphysis of the ulna, which largely bears longitudinal 
(i.e., uni-directional) stresses (Gordon eta!., 2006).
The loading environment was greatly simplified as a single 20 N bending load applied to 
the articular surface of the ulnar head, based on data collected by Gordon et al., (2006) 
for an ulna experiencing unresisted forearm rotation. This ultimately ignores any 
epiphyseal loading, limiting the domain of analysis to the diaphysis of the ulna. This has 
several implications regarding the applicability of the current model. First, the results of 
the current study are only valid for the diaphysis of the bone, as no attempt was made 
to model forces experienced in the epiphysis of the ulna, including loading from soft 
tissue structures of the DRUJ, which lead to a fully resorbed epiphysis. With regards to 
application of a strain-adaptive model to distal ulnar implant design, however, this is 
largely inconsequential as the distal ulnar head is routinely removed during arthroplasty 
of the DRUJ. Furthermore, due to the somewhat arbitrary estimation of the applied 
loading environment, the model parameter values selected as optimal for this study do 
not necessarily have any connection with human physiology. Regardless, the utility of
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the present strain-adaptive model as a method to compare ulnar implant designs and/or 
procedures remains.
By restricting the domain of analysis from the entirety of the diaphysis of the ulna to a 
small longitudinal slice, the model was essentially reduced to a 2-D analysis. While a full 
3-D analysis would certainly give provide a more complete picture of the actual 
performance of the various parameter combinations, this would require experimental 
loading data which does not currently exist for the distal ulna. Furthermore, the results 
obtained in the current study compare well with other implementations of strain- 
adaptive models based on adaptive elasticity found in the literature. Numerous studies, 
both 2-D and 3-D, have managed to reproduce macroscopic features of the epiphysis 
and diaphysis of the proximal femur, including the dense cortical shell and hollow 
medullary cavity (Beaupré et al., 1990; Carter et al., 1989; Huiskes et al., 1987; Stülpner 
et al., 1997; Weinans et al., 1992a; 1992b). Furthermore, Sharma et al. (2009) obtained 
an average RMSE value using models of 0.49 g/cm3 across three 2-D models of the 
glenoid using a site-specific value for K, which is larger compared to that of the present 
study (0.46 g/cm3).
The initial density of 0.8 g/cm3, while based on values found in the literature, was 
arbitrary. It has been suggested that model convergence may depend on the initial 
density configuration, and that a unique solution may not be guaranteed when density 
values are calculated at integration points (Jacobs et al., 1995; Weinans et al., 1992b). 
Fischer et al. (1997) demonstrated that by calculating density values at model nodes as
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opposed to integration points allows for the exchange of information between 
elements, resulting in a more continuous density distribution and a converged density 
solution independent of the initial density configuration. This approach will be the 
subject of future studies.
Despite the limitations outlined above, this study accomplishes the goal outlined in 
Chapter 1 of developing a strain-adaptive model that creates a reasonable 
representation of the density distribution of a physiological ulna both qualitatively and 
quantitatively. Furthermore, one specific set of parameters, namely K -  2.5E-4 J/g and s  
-  0.55, has displayed the best performance in this endeavour, confirming the hypothesis 
set out for this chapter. The next step in the assessment of this strain-adaptive model is 
to assess its capability of predicting the impact of design features, particularly material 
selection, in the context of implant design (Chapter 4).
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Chapter 4: Application o f a Strain-Adaptive Model to Assess the 
Long Term  Influence o f Stem Material on Bone Density  
Distribution_________________________________________________________________________
Overview: In this chapter, the strain-adaptive material model developed in
Chapter 3 is applied in a FE model o f an ulna implanted with a commercial
prosthetic using cemented fixation. Two FE implant-bone assemblies are
created: one that uses titanium for the implant stem, and one that uses
cobalt chrome. The amount of bone loss induced in the ulna as a function
of stem material is compared.
4.1 Introduction
Disorders of the distal radioulnar joint (DRUJ), such as chronic pain resulting from 
traumatic fracture or arthritis, reduce the capacity of the wrist to transmit loads and 
orient the hand in space, significantly degrading quality of life for patients. 
Reconstruction of the DRUJ using orthopaedic implants has proven effective in restoring 
strength and range of motion of the wrist, and is emerging as the standard of care for 
patients afflicted with these disorders (Ozer & Scheker, 2006).
The interaction of these prosthetic implants with human tissue offers unique design 
challenges, as bone is able to remodel its architecture and mechanical properties in 
response to its external loading environment. One manifestation of this phenomenon is 
evident in the decreased density observed in bone tissue surrounding orthopaedic 
implants (Carter et al. 1989; Gupta et a!., 2006; Huiskes et al., 1987; Weinans et al., 
1992). Stress shielding caused by the stiff implant stem reduces the mechanical
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stimulation induced in the surrounding bone tissue, resulting in decreased density, 
which may degrade implant stability and complicate future revision surgeries. Stress 
shielding caused by orthopaedic implants has been a popular subject, with 
investigations performed on joint replacement procedures in the lower (Cristofolini 
1997; Completo et al., 2007; Completo, Fonseca, et al. 2007) and upper limbs (Gupta et 
al., 2004; Austman et al., 2007).
Austman et al., (2011) compared the degree of stress shielding in the distal ulna 
resulting from the implantation of two different commercially available implants: the 
Avanta uHead™ (Avanta Orthopaedics, San Diego, California, USA) and the E-Centrix® 
Ulnar Head (Wright Medical Technology, Arlington, TN). These two implants had similar 
geometric characteristics (e.g. stem length and diameter); however, the Avanta model, 
which uses a cobalt chrome (CoCr) alloy stem, displayed significantly more stress 
shielding than the Wright model, which uses a more flexible titanium stem, indicating 
that the degree of stress shielding was mainly attributable to implant stem material.
One limitation of this investigation was that it only analysed the bone-implant assembly 
at a single moment in time (i.e., immediately post-surgery), which does not explicitly 
represent the long-term viability of either of these implants. In the present study, these 
long-term effects will be investigated by implementing the strain-adaptive remodeling 
technique developed in Chapter 3 in two implant-bone assemblies involving the Wright 
model of implant, using different materials for the stemmed component of each model:
one made from CoCr, the other from titanium. To the author's knowledge, this
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represents the first application of a strain-adaptive remodeling technique to predict 
density redistribution following arthroplasty of the distal ulna. It is hypothesized that 
the implant stem utilizing the more flexible material (titanium) will result in less overall 
bone resorption.
4.2 M ethods and M aterials
Two finite element models of an ulna-implant assembly were created. A detailed 
account of the construction of this model can be found in (Austman, 2009), and is 
reviewed presently.
A FE model of the same ulna used in Chapter 3 ("the ulna") was created using the 
procedure outlined in Section 3.2.1. The distal end of the ulna was removed such that 
the overall length of the ulna-implant assembly would remain the same as in the intact 
ulna, and a central cylindrical canal was created at the distal end to house the implant 
stem and a cement mantle.
The Wright stem features a modular head and implant component that come in a 
variety of sizes to accommodate geometric variation in the general population. An 
experienced upper limb orthopaedic surgeon used a template in combination with a 
longitudinal CT image slice of the ulna to determine appropriate sizing parameters. An 
18 mm ulnar head with 3 mm eccentricity was used in combination with a 5.5 mm 
diameter stem, allowing for a 1 mm thick cement mantle. Other features of the implant, 
such as flutes, were not modeled, as it has been shown that the exclusion of these
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features do not affect the strain field induced in the bone (Austman et a!., 2011; Gillies 
et at., 2002).
The bone, cement mantle and implant components were meshed using second order 
tetrahedral elements. A global element size of 0.75 mm was used for the ulna and stem 
components, while a 0.5 mm element size was used for the cement mantle.
The proximal end of the ulna was fully restrained in all degrees of freedom. All part 
interfaces (bone, implant, cement) were fixed using Abaqus' "tie" interface condition, 
which forces the nodes of one surface (defined as the "slave") to follow the 
displacement of another surface (called the master). This allows for setting a fixed 
condition between two parts of dissimilar element. Finally, A 20 N medially-directed 
load was applied to the most lateral point of the implant head, as in Chapter 3:.
The procedure described in Chapter 3 was used to initialize the treated bone with the 
ulna's physiological density distribution, using Equation 2.1 to assign elastic properties 
to the bone tissue. Bone cement, titanium, and CoCr were all considered linear elastic 
with elastic moduli of 1.95 GPa, 110 GPa and 210 GPa. A Poisson's ratio of 0.3 was used 
for all materials.
200 iterations of the strain adaptive modeling procedure developed in Chapter 3 was 
applied to both models, where the bone density distribution was initialized to the 
physiological state. Parameters for dead-zone sand homeostatic strain state A"were set 
to values of 0.55 and 2.5 E-4 J/g respectively, as this combination outperformed all
others in reproducing the physiological density distribution of the intact ulna when
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initialized with a homogeneous distribution. The analysis region was limited to the 
intersection between a 2 mm thick longitudinal slice of elements centered on the 
loading plane (as in Chapter 3) and eight transverse cross sections of the ulna (Figure 
4-1). Each of the eight cross sections were 1 mm thick, located as follows: three 
sections immediately proximal to the distal cut face of the ulna (regions 1 -  3), one 
region halfway down the stem, between 24.5 -  25.5 mm proximal to the distal cut face 
(region 4), two regions at the very end of the stem, between 49 mm and 51 mm 
proximal to the distal cut face (regions 5 and 6), and two final regions beyond the tip of 
the implant stem, at 59.5- 60 mm and 69.5- 70.5 mm proximal from the distal cut face 
(regions 7 and 8, respectively).
4.2.1 Data Analysis
The average difference between the initial and final density values was calculated in the 
eight sub-regions for both models. Plots showing the distribution of apparent density in 
the central longitudinal region were also created at the beginning and end of the
simulation for both models.
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Distal Cut Face
Figure 4-1 -  Regions of interest defined for the ulna with implant
Model of the ulna (a) with the implanted prosthetic and (b) showing regions of interest, corresponding to 
the intersection between the single longitudinal slice (blue) and eight transverse cross-sections (green) 
correspond to the regions of the ulna subject to analysis.
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4.3 Results
Figure 4-2 (a) and (b) plots the development of the average change In apparent density 
for both models over the course of the simulation; the results at the end of the 
simulation (i.e., after 200 iterations) are compared in the bar chart in Figure 4-2 (c). The 
data for these plots with standard deviations are listed in Table 4-1. Average density 
values displayed steady behaviour between 180 and 200 iterations, as the largest 
average change in density between these iterations was 1.5% and occurred in region 3 
of the model using the CoCr stem. Density plots of the initial and converged state of the 
density distributions for regions of interest are shown in Figure 4-3.
The greatest amount of bone resorption for both models occurred in Regions 1 - 3 ,  
corresponding to the first three millimetres proximal to the implant cut plane. The 
amount of bone resorption was identical for both models in region 1, with an average 
decrease in apparent density of 0.72 g/cm3. In region 2, the average loss of bone 
apparent density for the model using the titanium stem 5% less than what was observed 
in the model with the CoCr stem (-0.69 g/cm3 and -0.73 g/cm3, respectively). This 
discrepancy increased to 14% in region 3 (0.57 g/cm3 versus 0.66 g/cm3 for the titanium 
and CoCr stems, respectively), and 44% in region 4 (-0.05 g/cm3 versus 0.09 g/cm3 for 
the titanium and CoCr stems, respectively). The remaining proximal regions 
experienced very little change in apparent density, and was identical regardless of stem 
material used, with an average decrease of -0.02 g/cm3, -0.02 g/cm3, -0.05 g/cm3 and 
-0.06 g/cm3 for regions 5, 6, 7 and 8, respectively.
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Figure 4-2 -  Average change in apparent density (g/crn) within the regions of interest
Throughout the course of the simulation for (a) titanium (b) and CoCr, and (c) at the end of the simulation 
for both materials (± 1 standard deviation).
Table 4-1 -  Average change in apparent density (g/cm3) (± standard deviation) for both the titanium and CoCr stems.
Average Change in Density (g/cm3) -  Titanium Stem
Iter. # Reaion 1 Reaion 2 Reaion 3 Reaion 4 Reaion 5 Reaion 6 Reaion 7 Reaion 8
20 -0.19 ±0.03 -0.13 ±0.08 -0.10 ±0.09 -0.01 ±0.02 0.00 ±0.04 0.00 ±0.04 -0.02 ±0.05 -0.03 ±0.07
40 -0.36 ±0.09 -0.26 ±0.16 -0.20 ±0.17 -0.02 ±0.05 0.00 ±0.06 -0.01 ±0.06 -0.03 ±0.07 -0.04 ±0.08
60 -0.48 ±0.16 -0.37 ±0.23 -0.28 ±0.26 -0.02 ±0.07 -0.01 ±0.08 -0.01 ±0.08 -0.04 ±0.08 -0.05 ±0.10
80 -0.55 ±0.22 -0.45 ±0.30 -0.35 ±0.33 -0.03 ±0.09 -0.01 ±0.09 -0.02 ±0.10 -0.04 ±0.10 -0.05 ±0.10
100 -0.60 ±0.29 -0.52 ±0.37 -0.40 ±0.41 -0.04 ±0.11 -0.01 ±0.11 -0.02 ±0.11 -0.04 ±0.11 -0.05 ±0.11
120 -0.64 ±0.35 -0.57 ±0.43 -0.45 ±0.48 -0.04 ±0.13 -0.01 ±0.11 -0.02 ±0.13 -0.04 ±0.11 -0.06 ±0.12
140 -0.67 ±0.42 -0.61 ±0.49 -0.50 ±0.54 -0.04 ±0.14 -0.02 ±0.12 -0.02 ±0.13 -0.05 ±0.12 -0.06 ±0.12
160 -0.71 ±0.49 -0.65 ±0.55 -0.54 ±0.60 -0.05 ±0.15 -0.02 ±0.13 -0.02 ±0.14 -0.05 ±0.13 -0.06 ±0.13
180 -0.72 ±0.51 -0.68 ±0.58 -0.57 ±0.65 -0.05 ±0.16 -0.02 ±0.13 -0.02 ±0.14 -0.05 ±0.14 -0.06 ±0.13
200 -0.72 ±0.51 -0.69 ±0.58 -0.57 ±0.5 -0.05 ±0.17 -0.02 ±0.14 -0.02 ±0.14 -0.05 ±0.14 -0.06 ±0.14
Average Change in Density (g/cm3) - CoCr Stem
Iter. # Reaion 1 Reaion 2 Reaion 3 Reaion 4 Reaion 5 Reaion 6 Reaion 7 Reaion 8
20 -0.19 ±0.02 -0.16 ±0.06 -0.13 ±0.07 -0.01 ±0.03 0.00 ±0.04 0.00 ±0.04 -0.02 ±0.05 -0.03 ±0.07
40 -0.37 ±0.08 -0.30 ±0.13 -0.25 ±0.15 -0.03 ±0.07 0.00 ±0.06 -0.01 ±0.06 -0.03 ±0.07 -0.04 ±0.08
60 -0.49 ±0.16 -0.42 ±0.21 -0.34 ±0.23 -0.04 ±0.10 -0.01 ±0.08 -0.01 ±0.08 -0.04 ±0.08 -0.05 ±0.10
80 -0.55 ±0.22 -0.50 ±0.27 -0.42 ±0.31 -0.05 ±0.13 -0.01 ±0.10 -0.02 ±0.10 -0.04 ±0.10 -0.05 ±0.10
100 -0.60 ±0.29 -0.57 ±0.34 -0.48 ±0.38 -0.06 ±0.15 -0.01 ±0.11 -0.02 ±0.11 -0.04 ±0.11 -0.05 ±0.11
120 -0.64 ±0.36 -0.62 ±0.40 -0.53 ±0.45 -0.07 ±0.18 -0.01 ±0.12 -0.02 ±0.12 -0.04 ±0.11 -0.06 ±0.12
140 -0.67 ±0.43 -0.66 ±0.46 -0.58 ±0.51 -0.08 ±0.19 -0.01 ±0.13 -0.02 ±0.13 -0.05 ±0.12 -0.06 ±0.12
160 -0.71 ±0.49 -0.70 ±0.52 -0.62 ±0.57 -0.08 ±0.20 -0.01 ±0.14 -0.02 ±0.14 -0.05 ±0.13 -0.06 ±0.13
180 -0.72 ±0.51 -0.72 ±0.55 -0.65 ±0.60 -0.09 ±0.22 -0.02 ±0.14 -0.02 ±0.14 -0.05 ±0.14 -0.06 ±0.13
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Figure 4-3 -  Density distribution plots for the physiological ulna, and after 200 iterations with different implant types.
Highlighted regions correspond to the regions of interest. oo
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4.4 Discussion
The aim of the present study was to employ the strain-adaptive material model 
developed in Chapter 3 to determine the effects of implant stem material on changes in 
bone density throughout the distal ulna following joint replacement surgery. The model 
implanted with the titanium stem experienced less bone resorption in regions 1 - 4  
(more distally) than did the use of a CoCr stem. In regions 5 - 8  (more proximally), no 
discernable difference between the two models was observed. Furthermore, these 
proximal regions displayed very low overall resorption, with a maximum change in 
average density for both models of -0.06 g/cm3 in region 8, representing only 3% of the 
physiological range of bone density values. These results are corroborated by the 
findings of Austman et al. (2011), who identified regions 5 -  8 as being unaffected by 
stress shielding regardless of implant material in eight ulna specimens. This lends credit 
to the capabilities of the remodeling procedure used (and developed in Chapter 3), as 
no resorption would be expected in regions of the bone experiencing the same degree 
of stimulation as there would be in an intact state.
The greatest amount of bone resorption for both models was in regions 1 - 3 ,  
representing the first three millimetres proximal to the cut surface of the bone. Despite 
the fact that there was less bone resorption in the model utilizing the titanium stem, the 
density plots indicate that the bone in these regions had essentially completely resorbed 
for both models. This result reflects the findings of clinical studies, which have reported 
bone resorption 1 - 3  mm proximal to the implant collar following surgery (Garcia-Elias,
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2002; Cooney III & Berger, 2005), although not to the extent observed In the present 
study.
The majority of bone remodeling observed in the present study was largely limited to 
the area immediately surrounding the implant, which reflects the results of other strain- 
adaptive analyses of the proximal femur employing both cemented and press-fit 
prosthetics (Dabirrahmani et a/., 2010; Gupta et al., 2006; Huiskes et al., 1995; Huiskes 
et al., 1992; Weinans et al., 1992b). In contrast to the present study, these studies did 
find areas of bone densification surrounding the implant stem; however, this may be 
largely due to the fact the proximal femur serves a very different purpose, and 
experiences a very different loading environment compared to the distal ulna.
The extent of bone resorption also bears some consistency with reports from the 
literature (Dabirrahmani et al., 2010; Gupta et al., 2006; Huiskes et al., 1992), which 
have reported 40% reduction in cortical bone density in regions surrounding 
arthroplasty of the proximal femur, corresponding to approximately 0.74 g/cm3 in the 
present study. The results of Weinans et al. (1992b), on the other hand, showed a large 
discrepancy between the amount of bone resorption in a cemented CoCr versus a 
titanium stem in the proximal femur, with a maximum percentage change in bone 
density -38% and -23%, respectively. This discrepancy may be due to the large 
functional and geometrical differences between the distal ulna and proximal femur; 
however, the fact that a less extreme difference was observed between the CoCr and 
titanium stems in the present case begs further investigation into the loading modes
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experienced by the DRUJ, as Bitsakos et al. (2005) showed that an inadequate 
estimation of force magnitudes and loading modes affects postoperative density 
redistribution in an implanted bone.
Despite the limitations of the present analysis, the initial question of the relative 
influence of implant stem material has on the long-term morphology of bone in the 
distal ulna was addressed, with results corroborating those of past analyses, as well as 
clinical reports. In addition, a baseline for further investigations has been set, which 
may include the study of implant geometry or surface condition on long term implant 
stability as suggested in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5: General Discussion, Conclusions, and Future Directions
Overview: The emergence of total joint arthroplasty in treating 
complications of the DRUJ has revealed a lack of knowledge regarding the 
loading environment experienced therein, as well as the subsequent long 
term ramifications regarding the use of prosthetic implants. The preceding 
body of work represents the first steps towards understanding the 
dynamics between load transfer in both the intact DRUJ, and those that 
have been treated with a prosthetic implant, as they relate to bone 
resorption over time. This chapter reviews the accomplishments of the 
present study, and sets a foundation for future work.
5.1 Sum m ary o f Results and Significance
The use of finite element (FE) models in orthopaedic biomechanics requires an 
appropriate material model for the elastic properties of bone. Chapter 2 compared an 
equation developed by Austman et al. (2011), previously shown to be the most accurate 
model of the elastic response of the ulna experiencing bending in neutral forearm 
rotation, and compared its performance in predicting experimental strain values in 
pronation and supination to two others selected from the literature. Results showed 
that this equation (i.e., Equation 2.1) consistently outperformed the two other 
equations in terms of accurately predicting strain values, confirming the hypothesis 
outlined in Section 1.5 This equation was thus selected as the most appropriate for use 
in the development of a strain-adaptive model of the ulna, which was the subject of
Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3 saw the development of a strain-adaptive material model to represent the 
evolution of bone density over time, which was applied to a FE model of a 
physiologically intact distal ulna initialized with a homogeneous density distribution and 
subject to a single bending load. A study of the remodeling parameters dead-zone, s, 
and homeostatic strain state, K, used in the FE implementation of the strain-adaptive 
model was conducted using an array of value combinations. A single combination (i.e., s  
= 0.55 and K -  2.5 E-4) emerged as the parameter combination that produced a density 
distribution which most closely resembled that of the physiological ulna while displaying 
steady behaviour over time. This result confirmed the hypothesis of made for Chapter 
3, outlined in Section 1.5.
Chapter 4 applied the strain-adaptive material model developed in Chapter 3 to two FE 
models of a distal ulna implanted with a commercially available prosthetic implant using 
different materials for the stem component: one using cobalt chrome alloy (CoCr), and 
the other using a more flexible titanium stem. The strain-adaptive simulations were run 
until the models displayed steady behaviour. Resorption was more pronounced in the 
model using the CoCr stem, which corroborated the predictions of a previous stress 
shielding study of the distal ulna, and confirmed the hypothesis made for this chapter in 
Section 1.5. Furthermore, the resulting bone resorption patterns were consistent with 
those reported from clinical retrieval studies.
Considered together, the series of studies recorded in this document represent the 
development of an analytical design tool capable of predicting the long term effects of
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arthroplasty of the DRUJ, which represents a significant step towards the development 
of future implant designs in addition to providing a unique perspective of the loading 
environment experienced by the DRUJ.
5.2 Study Limitations and Future Directions
The conclusions made from the preceding studies are only as valid as the assumptions 
used in their derivation. Discussion on the validity of these assumptions and their 
respective consequences has been presented throughout this document, the most 
significant of which stem from the inability to accurately represent the in-vivo loading 
conditions and geometric variation observed in the general population. All remodeling 
analyses were performed on a single ulna specimen of a 72 year old male. While 
prosthetic implants are generally used to treat the elderly population, this single 
specimen does not represent the population of patients eligible for ulnar arthroplasty. 
The degree of variation in skeletal morphology in the human population is significant, 
and the use of different specimens may have yielded different results. Furthermore, 
geometric variation only represents a single variable in a very complex FE model. 
Factors such as loading conditions and numerical parameters used in the remodeling 
process can make the task of addressing the spectrum of model variables overly 
complex. The application of probabilistic methods, such as Monte Carlo analysis and 
principle component analysis (PCA) can be used to evaluate the effects of model 
variation, using a sample of cases to represent a broader population. This method has 
the potential to be a powerful analytical tool in a complex analysis, such as bone
remodeling, and is a subject of interest for future studies.
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The mathematical equations governing the remodeling process, while being based on 
past studies, do not explicitly relate to any known biological pathway. There is no 
biological evidence to suggest bone utilizes strain energy density to stimulate bone 
apposition or resorption, that the resulting metabolic response is linear with respect to 
the deviation from a homeostatic strain state, or that bone apposition and resorption 
rates are equal; to the contrary, bone has been observed to resorb faster than it is 
apposed (Weinans et al., 1992), and the extent of this response may well vary with 
factors such as age, sex, anatomical location, etc (Beaupré et al., 1990). Modifications 
to the present model have seen remodeling rates related to strain stimulus using 
exponential and power functions, with varying degrees of success (Fyhrie & Schaffler, 
1995; Stülpner et al., 1997; Weinans et al., Huiskes et al., 1992b). Implementation of 
these alternative mathematical formulations may prove insightful in the present 
context.
Beyond the mathematical equations governing the FE procedure, there is room to 
improve the implementation of the FE analysis itself. As discussed in Chapter 3, it has 
been shown that calculating density values at mesh nodes instead of integration points 
has resulted in a more continuous and realistic density distribution (Chen et al., 2007; 
Fischer et al., 1997; Jacobs et al., 1995). Still, others have reported that the node-based 
approach does not predict physiological density values as accurately as the integration- 
point approach used in the current study (Sharma et al., 2009). It would be interesting 
to compare these two approaches using the models currently developed for the ulna.
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Despite the possibilities for its improvement, opportunities to apply the present strain- 
adaptive model in other settings should not be overlooked. Recent investigations into 
the viability of resurfacing the articular surfaces of the ulnar head have shown promise 
as an alternative to the more invasive procedure of outright resection (Conaway et al., 
2009). The application of a strain adaptive material model to study the long-term 
effects of resurfacing in the hip has already been conducted (Dabirrahmani et al., 2010), 
and an application to the distal ulna would shed new light on the benefits of this 
alternative procedure in the upper limb.
5.3 Conclusion
The strain adaptive model developed in the present set of studies has demonstrated its 
utility in reproducing a reasonable estimate of the physiological density distribution of 
the ulna, and making a realistic estimate of the redistribution of apparent density in the 
bone tissue following joint replacement in the ulna. These successes provide the 
impetus to improve the capabilities of the current model, as well as to apply it in the 
analysis of other implant design parameters (e.g. implant geometry) and surgical 
procedures. It is hoped that this development will translate into orthopaedic implants 
of higher quality and longer lifespan, thereby improving the quality of life of patients
suffering from disorders of the DRUJ.
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Appendix A  -  Glossary_______________________________________________________________
RM ANOVA -  Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance.
Anterior -  Of, or relating to, the front side of the body.
Apparent Density -  Total mass divided by total volume.
Arthroplasty -  The surgical repair of a joint.
Cancellous (Spongy) Bone -  Bone in which the spicules form a latticework, with interstices filled 
with connective tissue or bone marrow.
Cortical Bone -  Densified bone in which the bony matrix is solidly filled with organic ground 
substance and inorganic salts, leaving only tiny spaces (lacunae) that contain the 
osteocytes, or bone cells.
Diaphysis -  The shaft of a long bone.
Dorsal -  Of, pertaining to, or situated at the back, especially of the hand.
DRUJ -  Distal radioulnar joint; a joint of the forearm defined as the area of articulation between 
the distal ends of the radius and ulna. Forms part of the wrist joint.
Epiphysis -  A part or process of a bone separated from the main body of the bone by a layer of 
cartilage and subsequently uniting with the bone through further ossification.
Frontal -  Of, or pertaining to, the front of the body.
Inorganic phase -  That part of bone tissue that is mostly made of calcium phosphate minerals; 
characterized by high compressive strength.
Lateral -  Of, or pertaining to, the sides of the body.
Medial -  Of, or pertaining to, the middle of the body.
Medullary Canal -  The marrow cavity of a bone.
Neutral Rotation -  The position of forearm rotation between pronation and supination, where 
the palms face medially.
Organic Phase -  That part of bone tissue that is mostly made of collagen and other proteins; 
characterized by high tensile strength.
Posterior -  Of, or relating to, the back side of the body.
Pronation -  Rotation of the forearm causing the palm to face down.
Proximal -  Positioned closer to the trunk of the body.
PRUJ -  Proximal radioulnar joint; a joint of the forearm defined as the area of articulation 
between the proximal ends of the radius and ulna.
Radius -  The furthest lateral of the two bones forming the structure of the forearm.
Resorption -  the process by which bone tissue is broken down into minerals and reabsorbed 
into the body.
Scalar -  A quantity possessing only magnitude, with no associated directionality.
Styloid -  A long, spine-like process of a bone.
Supination -  Rotation of the forearm causing the palm to face up.
Ulna -  The furtheset medial of the two bones forming the structure of the forearm.
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Appendix B -  Detailed Specim en Information
Table B -l provides information on the specimens used to collect experimental strain 
data in Chapter 2. Specimen 03028 was used for the investigation of Chapter 3.
Table B -l -  Detailed specimen Information
Specimen #
; listed in Ch. 2) Identification # Age Sex
1 03046 63 Male
2 03028 72 Male
3 03040 72 Male
4 04002 63 Male
5 03051 52 Male
6 29427 74 Female
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Appendix C -  Creation o f the 3-D geom etry o f the ulna (limited to 
the diaphysis o f the ulna)_______________________________________________________
Step 1 -  Extraction of CT information and Initial Mask Creation
Import the CT scan files into Mimics®. The CT image files may be in .vff format, in which 
case they must be converted to .dcm format. This can be done by opening the .vff files 
in the free application Microview (http://microview.sourceforge.net) and exporting the 
images as DICOM (.dcm) file format. Once the CT files have been imported, create an 
initial mask using the thresholding function (W) (Figure C-l).
Figure C-l -  Creation of an initial mask with Mimics
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Step 2 -  Polyline Creation
Create a set of polylines from the mask using the calculate polylines function ( ^ ) ; and 
use the polyline growing (8 )  function to copy only the polylines representing the outer 
edge of the bone to a new mask (Figure C-2).
Figure C-2 -  Using polyline growing on only the outer set of polylines
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Step 3 -  Surface Creation and Export
Once a polyline set representing the outer bone surface has been acquired, click on the 
MedCad menu from the menu bar, and select Freeform Surface -> Fit on polylines to 
reach the Surface Fit Parameters dialog box (Figure C-3).
iW Su rface  F it Param eters
Polyline set:
Name
0O 3O 28_gau ged _STL_Jan 7  09 
fE jS e t  16 
0 S e t  17 
g Set 18 
0  Selection 18
i
0  Selection 20
Copyj>f_3etect30n 18
Set OK.
u - param eters v  -  param eters On plane)
Order: Order:
Number o f control Points: Number o f control Points:
B  Closed B  Closed
OK Cancel Help
Figure C-3 -  Surface creation parameter dialogue box
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Accepting the default parameters on the following dialogue box works in most cases. 
Select the polylines to be used for creation of the surface, and select OK to create the 
bone surface (Figure C-4).
Figure C-4 -  Bone surface created from polylines
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Save the surface as a .¡gs file for later importation by clicking "Export" from the menu 
bar. In the Export IGES dialogue box, select the desired surface from the CAD tab and 
save the surface to the desired directory (Figure C-5).
Figure C-5 -  Exporting deisred surface as a .¡gs file
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Appendix D -  Creation o f the 3-D geom etry o f the ulna (includes 
the diaphysis and epiphysis, derived from  a surface mesh)_________
This appendix outlines the procedure used to convert a .stl surface mesh (such as those
created in Mimics®) to a .igs surface using the CAD software Solidworks®, which can
then be imported into Abaqus® as a shell. This procedure represents an improvement
over the procedure outlined in Appendix C, as it allows for the entire bone geometry to
be converted into a .igs, as opposed to a limited section of the diaphysis.
Note that this process requires that the "Scan to 3D" plug in must be included in the 
Solidworks installation being used.
Step 1 -  Import the .stl surface mesh file into Solidworks
In Solidworks, select File->Open to bring up the the "Open" dialogue box. Set the drop 
down box beside the "File name" entry box to "Mesh Files" and enter the path to the 
desired .stl mesh (i.e., the mesh of the bone specimen created from Mimics®).
Step 2 -  Convert the mesh to a surface
From the menu bar, select Tools->Scan to 3-D->Surface Wizard. Select the imported 
mesh and click the forward arrow. Next, select "Automatic creation" and hit next again. 
Solidworks will attempt to fit a number of surfaces to the mesh, stitching them together 
to form a single surface.
This first approximation will likely contain surface errors (Figure D-l). Generally, 
reducing the surface detail and updating the model fixes this issue.
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Figure D-l -  Fixing surface errors from .stl conversion 
Saving the surface as a .ies file
Save the surface by selecting File->Save As from the menu bar and selecting .igs as the 
file type. The .stl mesh has now been converted to a .igs file, making the surface 
geometry of the bone available for importation into Abaqus.
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A ppendix E -  Creation o f Finite Elem ent Models Using Abaqus________
The following describes the Abaqus model parameters used (e.g. loading conditions and 
mesh parameters) used in FE model, as well as steps used to create the models 
themselves.
Step 1 -  Importing .iess surface geometry
In the "part" module of Abaqus, select File->lmport. In the dialogue box that follows, 
select IGES from the file filter, and navigate to the .igs surface of the ulna (see Appendix 
C or Appendix D), and import the surface as a shell.
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Step 2 -  Creating a solid model
Add datums such as points, planes, and coordinate systems for reference as required. 
Cut off the distal end of the ulna in to create a smooth edge using a plane perpendicular
to the long axis of the ulna. Use the "Partition Face using Datum Plane" -&  function to 
create a partition in the surface. Remove the proximal faces using the "Remove Faces"
tool and fill in the resulting open face using the "Create Face" tool Q. Note that 
you will likely need to check the "Try Fitting an Analytical Surface" option (Figure E-l). 
Use the "Create Solid from Shell" '3 function to turn the surface into a solid 3-D solid 
(or "cell").
a) b) c)
Figure E-l -  Creating a face on the proximal end of the ulna.
The first step is partitioning the face a), then removing faces b), then adding a flat face c).
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Step 3 -  Create a mesh from the solid model
Enter the mesh module to create a mesh from the solid. The part must first be seeded 
before it can be meshed. Seeds are created using the "Seed Part" l*A function. Mesh 
density is controlled by changing the approximate global seed size. The "Assign Mesh 
Controls" l a  feature allows for the selection of tetrahedral elements and meshing 
algorithm (the "Free" algorithm is most flexible and least likely to result in meshing 
errors). Select the "Assign Element Type" (®Si) feature set up element details (Figure 
E-2).
Element Library Family
#  Standard ©  Explicit Continuum Shell
Coupled Temperature-Displacement
Geometric Order Gasket
©  Linear #  Quadratic Heat Transfer
Element Controls
□  Hybrid formulation
1 (Modified formulation!
P Improved surface stress formulation 
Viscosity; # } Use default ©  Specify j
Distortion control; (§> Use def ault i Yes ©  No
length ratte: -0 !
Element deletion: #> Use default ©  Yes ©  No 
Max Degradation: (§) Use default ©  Specify II
Lin ear bulk viscosity scaling factor: B  
Quad ratic bulk viscosity scaling f act or. j§ f3
C3D10: A 10-node quadratic tetrahedron.
Figure E-2 -  Element settings for FE mesh
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Separating the model into sections ("cells") allows for the meshing of particular regions 
of interest, which is helpful if for setting up particular regions for data extracting. 
Partitioning the model into cells can be done using planes, faces, or other techniques. 
Each cell can then be meshed individually using the "Mesh Region" la  function (Figure 
E-3). The model should be checked for errors or distorted elements after each region 
has been meshed using the "Verify Mesh" ii& tool. If distorted elements are still 
produced, it may be necessary to further partition the mesh into smaller regions.
Figure E-3 -  Bone model being meshed one partition (cell) at a time.
Incremental meshing by partition allows for extracting results from model sub-sections and helps to 
eliminate distorted elements.
Step 4 -  Creating materials
Materials are created in the "Property" module using the "Create Material" function 
( IS ) .  To create a general linear-elastic material, select Create Material->Mechanical- 
>Elasticity->Elastic, and enter values for the poisson's ratio and elastic. To add solution- 
dependent state variables (SDVs), select General->DepVar, and enter the number of
SDVs required. To indicate that a user-defined material is to be used, select General-
Ill
>User Material, and enter any material constants applicable to the User Material (these 
show up in the PROPS array of the user subroutine UMAT). Use materials to create
corresponding part.
Step 4 -  Importing parts and creating assemblies
In the Assembly module, import the bone model, and any other parts relevant to the 
analysis (e.g. implant stem, head, cement mantle, etc.). If multiple parts are being 
imported, use positioning tools (such as translate or rotate) and constraints to position 
them properly.
Interface conditions between assembly parts are created in the Interaction Module. In 
order to create a tied constraint between two parts, master and slave surfaces must be 
assigned. As a general rule, slave surfaces should have a finer mesh than master 
surfaces. If the meshes are of comparable coarseness, the slave should be the surface 
possessing the smaller elastic modulus.
Step 5 -  Step creation, incrementation and data output
In the Step module, create a single "Static, General" step. In the "Basic" settings tab 
(Figure E-4), set the "Time period" to twice the number of time units as the number of 
desired iterations in the strain-adaptive procedure. Set the incrementation type to 
"Fixed" and "Increment size" to 1. Ensure that the maximum number of increments is
section properties with "Create Section" and assign the section to its
longer than the time period set in the "Basic" tab.
1 1 2
.......... _..___...........  ........* 3  Edit Step
Name: Step-1 
Type: Static, General Marne Step-1
■ Basic j : Incrementation 1 Other ; Type Static, General
Description: ; Basic ! Incrementation j Other
Tim e period: 200
#  O ff ( jh i5  setting controls the inclusion of nonlinear effects 
^ eom; 0  Q n of large displacements and affects subsequent steps.)
Type 0  Automatic $») Feted 
Maximum number of increments*. 100000
Automatic stabilization: ] None [|ji
Increment size: j l
O  Include adiabatic heating effects
Figure E-4 -  Analysis step settings window in Abaqus.
Use the "Create Field Output" function (& ), and set output requests and timings for the 
desired output variables in the regions of interest within the model (Figure E-5).




Domain: j Whole model Q
Frequency: ; Every' n increments jy| n :; 25
Timing: Output at exact times
Output Variables
#  Select from list below 0  Preselected defaults O  All %  Edit variables
Note: Error indicators are not available when Domain is Whole Model or Interaction. 
0 Output for rebar
Output at sheft beam, and layered section points: 
o  Use defaults O  Specify:
W Ì Include local coordinate directions when available
OK Cancel
Figure E-5 -  Field output request settings window in Abaqus.
Setting output requests will allow for the creation of additional models that may 
continue from the final state of the current analysis. In the Output menu, go to
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Output->Restart Requests and enter a value in the "Frequency" column equal to the 
number of increments set in the analysis step. Make sure "Overlay" is checked.
Figure E-6 -  Restart request settings window in Abaqus.
Step 6 -  Set loading and boundary conditions
Enter the Load module, and go to Tools->Amplitude->Create. Select "Periodic", and 
enter the settings shown in (Figure E-7). This will allow for the definition of a sinusoidal 
load amplitude that alternates between 0 and the desired maximum value. Use 'Total 
time" as the time span, with a Circular frequency of pi, starting time of zero and initial 
amplitude of 0.5. Set the coefficient "A" (representing the cosine coefficient) to -0.5,
and "B" (representing the sine coefficient) to zero.
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Figure E-7 -  Amplitude settings used to create a sinusoidally varying load magnitude in Abaqus.
Enter the Load module to create a new load ( ^>). Set the type to "Concentrated force" 
and select the appropriate load application point, magnitude and coordinate system 
("CSYS") (Figure E-8). Set the amplitude to the sinusoidal function created above.
Figure E-8 -  Loading settings
Set boundary conditions using the "Create Boundary Condition" function (&»). Select a 
"Mechanical" category and "Symmetry/antisymmetry/encastre" boundary condition 
type. Select the surfaces that are to be fixed and set them to "Encastre" (i.e., zero 




-ft 1 Edit Boundary Condition 
Name: Fixed proximal end 
Type: Symmetry/Antisymmetry/Encastre
Step: Step-1 (Static, General)
Region: Spec_03028-1.Fixed Proximal End ¡Edit Region...!
©  XSYMM(U1= UR2 = UR3 = 0)
©  YSYMM (U2 * UR1 = UR3 = 0)
0 ZSYMM (U3 = UR1 = UR2 = 0)
©  XASYMM (U2 = U3 = UR1 = 0; Abaqus/Standard only) 
C  YASYMM (U1 = U3 r  UR2 = 0; Abaqus/Standard only) 
©  ZASYMM (U1 = U2 = UR3 = 0; Abaqus/Standard only) 
0  PINNED (U1 = U2 = U3 = 0)
6 ENCASTRE (U1 = U2 = U3 = UR1 = UR2 = UR3 = 0)
I OK 1 Cancel
Figure E-9 -  Boundary condition settings
Step 7 -  Calling SDVINI to initialize solution-dependent field variables
The keywords in the model input file must contain the instructions to use the subroutine 
SDVINI to initialize the SDVs. To do this, right click on the current model in the model 
tree, and select "Edit Keywords". Enter the input file command "^INITIAL CONDITIONS, 
TYPE=SOLUTION, USER" (Figure E-10).
B :  a *  v
¡8  i |  M odels (3)
II ®  03028.1-5
&  03028.1-5_1 Load
f ____ _______v  ' ■‘ i
$  ( 1 ,  Pari
Switch Context Ctrl* Space
mb Mai C o p y M odel...
è &  Sec Edit A ttrib u te s —
P rc Edit Keywords— -
'± éi Ass Rename...
Stef Delete... D d
É  Sfe Rei Set As Root
f f i f e  Hist Expand A ll Under
[■fci T u r Collapse A ll Under
Sp  ALE'MBaptive w g rrcpim ramir
M odel Results
M odel Database
Figure E-10 -  Accessing the keyword editor
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Step 8 -  Creating and running a job
In the Job module, create a new job based on the model that was just created («1). In 
the "General" tab, enter the pathway to the Fortran subroutine file where indicated 






Submission General j  Memory j  Parallelijation^Precision
Preprocessor Printout 
IP! Print an echo of the input data 
IP] Print contact constraint data 
B  Print model definition data 
□  Print history data
Scratch directory: Select... !
User subroutine file j Select., j
Cancel
Figure E - l l  -  Abaqus job settings. Pathway to the desired subroutine file is input in the box highlighted 
in red.
Enter the amount of memory and number of process desired in the "Memory" and 
"Parallelization" tabs, respectively, and click "OK". The model is now ready to be
submitted
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Appendix F -  Fortran Code o f the Subroutines Used in the Strain- 
Adaptive Model_____________________________________________________________________
The following Fortran subroutines were used to implement the strain-adaptive
remodelling procedure. UMAT and SDVINI are Abaqus standard subroutines, and
instructions on their use can be found in Section 1.1 of the Abaqus User Subroutine
Reference Manual, version 6.10. The subroutine SDVINI was used to initialize the
solution-dependent strain variables (SDVs), which included modelling parameters as
well as the scanned density values that had been written to text files. Supplemental
subroutines were also written in order to facilitate execution of the UMAT (e.g.
calculating the stiffness matrix for a 3-D stress state). As per the Abaqus User
Subroutine Reference Manual, their names begin with "K", so as not to interfere with
any other subroutines used in the Abaqus solver.
Note that subroutine variable structure can change between releases. All subroutines 
were written for Abaqus v6.10, and the version release notes should be checked before 
attempting to implement any of these subroutines in a different version of Abaqus. 
Also, all subroutines must be compiled into a single Fortran file (in no particular order)
in order to be incorporated into the Abaqus solver.
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C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C Subr o u t i n e  notes
C Note all v a l u e s  in s t a n d a r d  SI units
C B o n e - d e n s i t y  r e lation parameters: E = C * r h o AR
C P R O P S (1) - C  ( M P a / ( (g/cc)A 1 . 5 ) )
C P R O P S (2) - R  (unitless)
C P R O P S (3) - ENU, P o i s s o n ’s Rat i o  (unitless)
C P R O P S (4) - U p p e r  d e n s i t y  limit (g/cc)
C P R O P S (5) - Lo w e r  d e n s i t y  limit (g/cc)
C P R O P S (6) - M a x i m u m  time i n c r e m e n t  (time)
C P R O P S (7) - B (kgA2 / m A 6/Pa/time)
C P R O P S (8) - T h r e s h o l d  change in d e n s i t y  that will trigger
s i m u l a t i o n  abort (g/cc)
C P A R A M E T E R  - K  (MPa/(g/cmA 3 )=J/g) - H o m e o s t a t i c  strain e nergy
d e n s i t y
C P A R A M E T E R  - S (unitless) - R e m o d e l i n g  dead-zone
C R e m o d e l i n g  a l g o r i t h m  parameters: D D E N S/DT=B*(MSDENS-(1+S)*K) if
M S D E N S > ( 1 + S ) * K
C DDENS/DT=B*(MSDENS-(1-S)*K) if
M S D E N S < ( 1 - S ) * K
C D D ENS/DT=0 if (1-
S)*K<MSDENS<(1+S) *K
C State v a r i a b l e s
C STATEV(l) - S T R A I N  E N E R G Y  DENS I T Y  PER MASS (J/g)
C S T A T E V (2) - C O U N T E R
C S T A T E V (3) - DENS I T Y  (g/cc)
C S T A T E V (4) - DENS I T Y  D E R I V A T I V E  (g/cc/time)
C S T A T E V (5) - S C A N N E D  DENS I T Y  V A L U E  (g/cc)
C S T A T E V (6) - A M E N D E D  S C A N N E D  D E N S I T Y  V A L U E  (g/cc)c -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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!This s t andard A baqus s u b r o u t i n e  allows for the i n i tialization of state 
!d e p e n d e n t  varia b l e s  (SDVs)
!S t a n d a r d  A b a q u s  s u b r o u t i n e  header.
SUBROUTINE S D V IN I(STATEV,CO O RDS, N STATV,NCRDS, NOEL, NPT, LA Y E R ,K S P T )
!Inc l u d e  abaqus p a r a m e t e r s
INCLUDE * A B A _ P A R A M . I N C '
!D i m e n s i o n  sizes of a rrays S T A T E V () and C O O R D S ()
DIMENSION S T A T E V ( N S T A T V ) ,COORDS(NCRDS)
!I n i t i a l i z e  FNAME char variable, w h i c h  is a file p a t h  name for a text 
file Icontaining 
!a d e n s i t y  value.
!(e.g., the text file "_12 8 3 7 4 . t x t "  contains d e n s i t y  va l u e  for element 
1128374).
CHARACTER F N A M E * 100
U n i t i a l i z e  a v a r i a b l e  to store in the dens i t y  val u e  r ead from the file 
FNAME
REAL DENS
!I n i t i a l i z e  State D e p e n d e n t  V a r i a b l e s  (SDVs) 1 - 4 .
S T A T E V (1)=0.DO 
S T A T E V (2)=0.DO 
S T A T E V (3)=8.D-l 
S T A T E V (4)=0.DO
!W r i t e  the curr e n t  e l e m e n t  number N O E L  (integer) to char va r i a b l e  FNAME 
!Note that a char v a r i a b l e  is also cons i d e r e d  an "internal f i l e ” .
W R IT E(FNAME,120) N OEL
!Open the elem e n t  file w i t h  filename FNAME. N ote that FNAME is defined 
as !100 c h aracters long, and must be left a l i g n e d  (ADJUSTL) and have the 
s p a c e s  !remo v e d  (TRIM) to be read properly.
O PEN(101, F I L E = T R I M ( A D J U S T L ( F N A M E ) ))
!Read the d e n s i t y  va l u e  as formatted from line 121 to the R EAL v a riable 
DENS.
R EA D (101,121) DENS 
IClose the file 
C L O S E (101)
.’A s s i g n  the d e n s i t y  v a l u e  to the SDV5.
S T A T E V (5)=DENS
!F o r m a t t i n g  u s e d  for element d e n s i t y  filenames. Text files c o n t a i n i n g 
!s c a n n e d  e l e m e n t  d e n s i t y  values are 7 c h a r acter long (padded w ith 
spaces) !integers, right aligned.
120 FORMAT(”C : \ U s e r s \ M a r k \ D e s k t o p \ S i m u l a t i o n s \ E l e m e n t  Density 
Q  Files - 1 L o a d \ ” ,I7 , ” .t x t ” )
121 FORMAT(F12.6)
!A m e n d  scan n e d  d e n s i t y  v a lues to be b e t w e e n  p h y s i o l o g i c a l  limits. Store 
!a m e n d e d  value in SDV 6.
I F (DENS. G T .1 .8  5D0) THEN 
ST A T E V ( 6)= 1 . 85D0 
E LS E  I F (DENS. L T . 1 . D -2 ) THEN
S T A T E V (6)=1.D-2 
E LS E





NOTE - THIS UMAT FOR CONSTANT K VALUE
!This sta n d a r d  A b a q u s  subr o u t i n e  simulates the strai n - a d a p t i v e  m a terial 
!p r o p e r t i e s  of b one a n d  is s p ecific to a 3-D model of the ulna under 
three !d i stinct l o a d i n g  cases. There are two phases, tra c k e d  us i n g  a 
C O U N T E R  linteger variable: pha s e  1 is " l o a d i n g ” (COUNTER = 1), where the 
model is !l o a d e d  in n e u t r a l  f o r e a r m  rotation and strain signal is 
recorded. In the !s e c o n d  (unloading) phase (COUNTER = 2), the u lna is 
r e l e a s e d  of all loads land the elas t i c  p r o p e r t i e s  of the model are 
updated.
S U B R O U T I N E  U M A T ( S T R E S S , S T A T E V , D D S D D E , S S E , S P D , S C D ,
I
RPL, D D S D D T , D R P L D E , D R P L D T , S T R A N , D S T R A N ,
T I M E , D T I M E , T E M P , D T E M P , P R E D E F , D P R E D , M A T E R L , N D I ,N S H R , N T E N S ,
N S T A T V , P R O P S , N P R O P S , C O O R D S , D R O T , P N E W D T , C E L E N T ,
D F G R D O ,D F G R D 1 ,N O E L , N P T , K S L A Y , K S P T , K S T E P , K I N C )
!Incl u d e  abaqus p a r a m e t e r s
INCL U D E  1A B A _ P A R A M .INC 1
IVariable initialization.
C H A R A C T E R * 80 M A T E R L
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  B , D D D T M A X , D D D T N E W , D E N S , D D M A X , D T , D T M A X , 
B e m o d ,e n u ,k , L L I M I T , M S D E N S , N E W D E N S , O N E , S , S I X ,
@ S T I M , T H R E S H O L D , T W O , T H R E E , U L I M I T , V S D E N S  
I N T E G E R  C O U N T E R , E L M A X D D , E L M A X D D D T  
L O G I C A L  D D D T C H E C K E D , D D C H E C K E D
!D i m e n s i o n  ar r a y  variables.
D I M E N S I O N  S T R E S S ( N T E N S ) ,S T A T E V ( N S T A T V ) ,
I
 D D S D D E ( N T E N S ,N T E N S ),D D S D D T ( N T E N S ),D R P L D E ( N T E N S ),
S T R A N ( N T E N S ) ,D S T R A N ( N T E N S ) ,T I M E (2),P R E D E F (1),DPRESD(1) ,
P R O P S ( N P R O P S ),C O O R D S (3),D R O T (3,3),
D F G R D O (3,3),D F G R D 1 (3,3)
!Init i a l i z e  parameters. This section defines the S-value (dead-zone) 
a n d  K- l v a l u e  (threshold signal) for each subroutine.
P A R A M E T E R  ( O N E = l .0 D 0 ,T W O = 2 .0 D 0 ,T H R E E = 3 .0 D 0 ,S I X = 6 .0 D 0 ,S = 5 .5 D - 1 ,
0 K = 2 .50D-3)
SAVE D D M A X , D D D T M A X , E L M A X D D , E L M A X D D D T , D T N E W , D D C H E C K E D , D D D T C H E C K E D  
D A T A  E L M A X D D , E L M A X D D D T , D T N E W , D D M A X / 0 ,0,1.D O ,0.DO/
D A T A  D D C H E C K E D , D D D T C H E C K E D / .T R U E .,.T R U E ./
!Set e l a s t i c  properties. Dens i t y  a n d  P o i s s o n ’s are assigned, m o d u l u s  is 
!calculated.
D E N S = S T A T E V (3)
E M O D = P R O P S ( 1 ) * ( D E N S * * P R O P S (2) )
E N U = P R O P S (3)
!E n s u r e  no d i v i d i n g  b y  zero w h e n  c a l c u l a t i n g  other ma t e r i a l  constants.
I F ( E N U . G T . 0 . 4 9 9 9 . A N D . E N U . L T . 0.5001) E N U = 0 . 4 9 9
!Call functions to c a l c u l a t e  stresses and c o n t i n u u m - l e v e l  strain e n ergy 
!d e n s i t y  (SED)
C ALL K C A L C S T R E S S 3 D ( N T E N S , D D S D D E , D S T R A N , S T R E S S , N D I ,EMOD,ENU)
C ALL K C A L C V S  DENS 3 D (STRE S S ,VS D E N S ,E M O D ,E N U )
SSE=VSDENS
!C a l c u l a t e  tissue level e n e r g y  d e n s i t y  (units energy/mass)
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MS D E N S = V S D E N S /DENS
!Set, then u pdate the l oad case counter 
C O U N T E R = S T A T E V (2)+1 
S T A T E V (2)= C O U N T E R
!For C 0 U N T E R = 1 , r ecord the va l u e  for strain stimulus (MSDENS) for the 
n e x t  !phase.
I F (COUNTER.EQ.l) T H E N  
S T A T E V ( 1 ) = M S D E N S
!The l o a d i n g  step is also u sed to che c k  to see if the m a x i m u m  c hange in 
.’d e n s i t y  is b e l o w  a t h r e s h o l d  value, to reset the m a x i m u m  v alues of 
c h a n g e  in !d e n s i t y  DD M A X  and d e n s i t y  deri v a t i v e  DDDTMAX, and to 
c a l c u l a t e  the time step !for the n ext iteration. This o nly needs to be 
d one once, so an IF s t a t ement !is u s e d  to m a k e  the u p d a t i n g  h a p p e n  at 
e l e m e n t  1 a n d  i n t e g r a t i o n  p o i n t  1. INote that at this point, A b a q u s  has 
a l r e a d y  c a l c u l a t e d  stresses a n d  strains !for this increment, and 
m a t e r i a l  p r o p e r t y  changes will not take effect until !the next 
iteration, b e f o r e  stresses are calculated.
I F ( ( N O E L . E Q . l ) . A N D . ( N P T . E Q . l ) ) THEN 
T H R E S H O L D = P R O P S (8)
!U L I M I T  is u s e d  to limit the m a x i m u m  time step taken (see s u broutine 
KCALCDT)
U L I M I T  = P R O P S (4)
C A L L  K C A L C D T ( D D D T M A X , U L I M I T , D T N E W , K I N C , K S T E P )
C A L L  K C H E C K M A X ( D D D T M A X , - 1 . D O ,KINC,KSTEP,ELMAXDDDT,
H  1D e r i v 1,DDDTCHECKED)
C A L L  K C H E C K M A X ( D D M A X , T H R E S H O L D , K I N C , K S T E P , E L M A X D D ,
0  * D D e n s 1,DDCHECKED)
E N D I F
!When C0UNTER=2, m a t e r i a l  p r o p e r t i e s  are recalculated.
E L S E I F (C O U N T E R . E Q . 2) T H E N
!First, the load case counter is reset, a n d  flags are r a i s e d  to indicate 
t hat .’the m a x i m u m  d e n s i t y  c hange a n d  d e n s i t y  derivatives h ave been 
checked.
COUNTER=0
S T A T E V (2) = C O U N T E R
IF(DDDTCHECKED) D D D T C H E C K E D  = .FALSE.
IF(DDCHECKED) D D C H E C K E D  = .FALSE.
!S t i m u l u s  signal is read in f rom the value from the loading phase. 
S T I M = S T A T E V (1)
!C a l c u l a t i o n  of the time d e r i v a t i v e  of density. Rate constant is B.
The !s t imulus m ust be outside the de a d z o n e  to have any affect on 
density.
B = P R O P S (7)
I F ( ( S T I M . G T . ( O N E + S ) * K ) ) T H E N  
DDDTNE W = B * ( S T I M - ( O N E + S ) * K )
E L S E  I F ( ( S T I M . L T . ( O N E - S ) * K ) ) T H E N  
DDDTNE W = B * ( S T I M - ( O N E - S ) * K )
E LSE
D D D T N E W = 0 .DO 
E N D I F
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U n i t i a l i z e  v a r i a b l e s  for c a l c u l a t i o n  of d e n s i t y  change. Previous 
d e n s i t y  !d e r i v a t i v e  (SDV4) s tored for use in A d a m s - B a s h f o r t h  method. 
D D D T P R E V = S T A T E V (4)
S T A T E V (4)= D D D T N E W  
U L I M I T  = P R O P S (4)
L L IMIT = P R O P S (5)
DT M A X  = P R O P S (6)
!If m a x i m u m  time step is c a l c u l a t e d  as larger than m a x i m u m  allowable 
time !step (set in the Abaqus .inp file), the m a x i m u m  allowable time 
s tep is used.
I F (DTNEW.LT.DTMAX) THEN 
D T = D T N E W  
E LS E
DT = D T M A X
EN D IF
!For the first iteration, use F o r w a r d  Eu l e r  method. All subs e q u e n t  load 
leases use Adams-Bashforth.
I F  ( T I M E (2).LT.3.D0) THEN
N E W D E N S  = D E N S + D T * D D D T N E W  
I F ( (N O E L .E Q . 1 ) .A N D . (NPT.E Q . 1 ))  THEN 
W R IT E ( 6 , * )  "Using FE on inc ” , KINC 
W R IT E (6 ,* )  ” ”
EN D IF
E LS E
N E W D E N S = D E N S + D T * (DDDTNEW* T H R E E /T W O - D D D T P R E V / T W O )
EN D IF
!Impose limits on m i n u m u m  a n d  m a x i m u m  density, keeping v a lues w i t h i n 
iphysiological l i m i t s .
I F ( N E W D E N S .G E .ULIMIT) THEN 
N E W D E N S = U L I M I T
E L S E I F ( N E W D E N S .L E .LLIMIT) THEN 
N E W D E N S = L L I M I T  
EN D IF
!R e a s s i g n m e n t  of new d e n s i t y  
S T A T E V (3) = NEW D E N S
.’C a l c u l a t e d  the change in d e n s i t y  from p r e v i o u s  ma t e r i a l  u p d a t i n g  step. 
DD N E W  = N E W D E N S  - DENS
!U p d a t e  m a x i m u m  v a l u e s  for change in d e n s i t y  and time derivative, as 
w ell as
!r e c o r d  the e l e m e n t s  at wh i c h  the m a x i m a  occur.
C A LL K U P D A T E M A X ( D D N E W , D D M A X , K I N C , N O E L , E L M A X D D )
!Only update the m a x  va l u e  for D D D T N E W  if the change in d e n s i t y  for this 
!elem e n t  is n o t  equal to zero. This fixes things so that o nly elements 
who lhave not yet c o n v e r g e d  to the upp e r  or lower d e n s i t y  b o unds can 
influence !the v a l u e  of subsequent time steps.
I F (DDNEW. N E . 0 . DO) THEN






!This subr o u t i n e  is u s e d  to record and update a m a x i m u m  value, r e t u r n e d  
as !M A X . The elem e n t  at wh i c h  the m a x i m u m  occurs is also r e c o r d e d  and 
o utput as !E L M A X . This is not a s t a n d a r d  A baqus subroutine, thus its 
name begins with !K.
SUBROUTINE K U P D A T E M A X ( N E W , M A X , K I N C , N O E L , E L M A X )
!Init i a l i z e  A B A Q U S  v a r i a b l e  types 
INCLUDE 1A B A _ P A R A M .INC *
U n i t i a l i z e  v a r i a b l e  types
DOUBLE P R E C IS IO N  M A X , N E W  
IN TEG ER ELM A X
!If new va l u e  g r e a t e r  than pre v i o u s  m a x i m u m  value, new val u e  replaces 
old m a x  lvalue. N ote h ere that abs o l u t e  values are used in the 
c o m p a r i s o n .
I F ( ( A B S ( N E W ) . G T . A B S ( M A X ) )) THEN 
M A X = N E W  





NOTE - THIS UMAT FOR SITE-SPECIFIC K VALUE
!This subr o u t i n e  simulates a m a t e r i a l  u n d e r g o i n g  s train-adaptive 
e l a s t i c i t y  land is s p ecific to a 3-D model of the ulna under three 
d i s t i n c t  loading leases. There are four phases, tracked usi n g  a COUN T E R 
inte g e r  variable: !three load i n g  cases (COUNTER = 1-3), where the model 
is l oaded in d i f f e r e n t  !o r i e n t a t i o n s  and strain signal is recorded. In 
the fourth "unloading" p h a s e  ! (COUNTER = 4), the ulna is re l e a s e d  of all 
loads a n d  the e l a s t i c  p r o p e r t i e s  iof the model are dupdated.
S U B R O U T I N E  U M A T ( S T R E S S , S T A T E V , D D S D D E , S S E , S P D , S C D ,
!
R P L , D D S D D T , D R P L D E , D R P L D T , S T R A N , D S T R A N ,
T I M E , D T I M E , T E M P , D T E M P , P R E D E F , D P R E D , M A T E R L , N D I ,NSHR, NTENS,
N S T A T V , P R O P S , N P R O P S , C O O R D S , D R O T , P N E W D T , C E L E N T ,
D F G R D O ,D F G R D 1 ,NOEL,NP T , K S L A Y , K S P T , K S T E P , K I N C )
INCL U D E  1A B A _ P A R A M .INC 1
IVariable initialization.
C H A R A C T E R * 80 M A T E R L
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  B , D D D T M A X , D D D T N E W , D E N S , D D M A X , D T , D T M A X ,
H E M O D ,E N U ,K ,L L I M I T ,MS D E N S ,N E W D E N S ,O N E ,S ,S I X , 
g S T I M , T H R E S H O L D , T W O , T H R E E , U L I M I T , V S D E N S  
I N T E G E R  C O U N T E R , E L M A X D D , E L M A X D D D T  
L O G I C A L  D D D T C H E C K E D , D D C H E C K E D
!D i m e n s i o n  a r r a y  variables.
D I M E N S I O N  S T R E S S ( N T E N S ) ,S T A T E V ( N S T A T V ) ,
¡
D D S D D E ( N T E N S , N T E N S ) ,D D S D D T ( N T E N S ),DRPLDE(NTENS) ,
S T R A N ( N T E N S ) ,D S T R A N ( N T E N S ) ,T I M E (2),P R E D E F (1), D P R E S D ( 1 ) ,
P R O P S ( N P R O P S ),C O O R D S (3),D R O T (3,3),
D F G R D O (3,3),D F G R D 1 (3,3)
.’Init i a l i z e  parameters. This sect i o n  defines the S-value (dead-zone) 
a n d  K - ! v a l u e  (threshold signal) for each subroutine.
P A R A M E T E R  ( ONE=l.0 D 0 ,T W O = 2 .0 D 0 ,T H R E E = 3 .0 D 0 ,S I X = 6 .0 D 0 , S = 5 .5 D - 1 )
SAVE D D M A X , D D D T M A X , E L M A X D D , E L M A X D D D T , D T N E W , D D C H E C K E D , D D D T C H E C K E D  
D A T A  E L M A X D D , E L M A X D D D T , D T N E W , D D M A X / 0 , 0 , 1.D0, 0.D0/
D A T A  D D C H E C K E D , D D D T C H E C K E D / .T R U E .,.T R U E ./
!Set e l a s t i c  properties. D e n s i t y  a n d  P o i s s o n ’s are assigned, m o d u l u s  is 
calculated.
I F ( K S T E P .E Q .1) T H E N  
D E N S = S T A T E V (6)
E L S E
D E N S = S T A T E V (3)
E N D I F
E M O D = P R O P S ( 1 ) * ( D E N S * * P R O P S (2))
E N U = P R O P S (3)
!E n s u r e  no d i v i d i n g  b y  zero when c a l c u l a t i n g  other m a terial constants.
I F ( E N U . G T . 0.49 9 9 . A N D . E N U . L T . 0.5001) ENU=0 . 4 9 9
!Call functions to c a l c ulate s t resses and conti n u u m - l e v e l  strain e nergy 
d e n s i t y  (SED)
! (units e n e r g y / v o l u m e ) .
C A L L  K C A L C S T R E S S 3 D ( N T E N S , D D S D D E , D S T R A N , S T R E S S ,N D I ,EMOD,ENU)
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C A LL K C A L C V S D E N S 3 D ( S T R E S S , V S D E N S , E M O D , E N U )
SSE=VSDENS
.’C a l c u l a t e  t i ssue level e n e r g y  d e n s i t y  (units energy/mass)
MS D E N S = V S D E N S /DENS
!Set, then u p d a t e  the load case counter 
I F ( K S T E P . G T .1 ) THEN 
COUNTER=STATEV(2)+1 
ST A T E V (2 ) =COUNTER 
E L S E IF ( K IN C . EQ .1 ) THEN 
ST A T E V ( 7 ) =MSDENS 
END I F
!For C O U N T E R = l , r e c o r d  the val u e  for M S D E N S  in neutral loading position. 
I F (COUNTER.EQ.l) THEN 
S T A T E V ( 1 ) = M S D E N S
!The loading step is also u s e d  to ch e c k  to see if the m a x i m u m  change in 
!d e n s i t y  is b e l o w  a t h r e s h o l d  value, to reset the m a x i m u m  values of 
!c hange in d e n s i t y  DDM A X  and d e n s i t y  der i v a t i v e  DDDTMAX, and to 
!c a l c u l a t e  the time step for the next iteration. This o nly needs to be 
Idone once, so an IF s t a t e m e n t  is u s e d  to m ake the u p dating h a p p e n  at 
!elem e n t  1 a n d  i n t e g r a t i o n  poi n t  1. Note that at this point, A b aqus 
!has a l r e a d y  c a l c u l a t e d  stresses and strains for this increment, and 
.’m a t e r i a l  p r o p e r t y  changes will not take effect until the next 
!iteration, b e f o r e  stresses are calculated.
I F ( ( N O E L . E Q . l ) .A N D . (NPT.EQ.l)) THEN 
T H R E S H O L D = P R O P S (8)
!U L I M I T  is u s e d  to limit the m a x i m u m  time step taken (see subroutine 
KCALCDT)
U L I M I T  = P R O P S (4)
C A LL K C A L C D T ( D D D T M A X , U L I M I T , D T N E W , K I N C ,  KSTEP)
C A LL K C H E C K M A X ( D D D T M A X , - 1 . D O ,KINC,KSTEP,ELMAXDDDT,
0  1D e r i v 1,DDDTCHECKED)
C A LL K C H E C K M A X ( D D M A X , T H R E S H O L D , K I N C , K S T E P , E L M A X D D ,
Q  1D D e n s 1,DDCHECKED)
EN D IF
E L S E I F (COUNTER.EQ.2) THEN
!When C0UNTER=2, m a t e r i a l  p r o p e r t i e s  are recalculated. First, the load 
c ase !coun t e r  is reset.
COUNTER=0
S T A T E V (2) = C O U N T E R
I F (DDDTCHECKED) D D D T C H E C K E D  = .FALSE.
I F (DDCHECKED) D D C H E C K E D  = .FALSE.
.’Sti m u l u s  signal is c a l c u l a t e d  u s i n g  the value from the neutral load and 
!s tored in SDV7
S T I M = S T A T E V (1)
!C a l c u l a t i o n  of the time d e r i v a t i v e  of density. Rate constant is B.
!The stimulus m ust be o u t s i d e  the d e a d z o n e  to have any affect on 
density.
B = P R O P S (7)
K = S T A T E V (7)
I F ( ( S T I M . G T . ( O N E + S ) * K ) ) THEN 
D D D T N E W = B * ( S T I M - ( O N E + S ) * K )
E LS E  I F ( ( S T I M . L T . ( O N E - S ) * K ) ) THEN 
D D D T N E W = B * ( S T I M - ( O N E - S ) * K )
E LS E
D D D T N E W = 0 .DO
EN D IF
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U n i t i a l i z e  v a r i a b l e s  for c a l c u l a t i o n  of d e n s i t y  change. Previous 
d e n s i t y  !deri v a t i v e  (SDV6) stored for use in A d a m s - B a s h f o r t h  method. 
DDDTPREV=STATEV(4)
S T A T E V (4)= D D D T N E W  
U L I M I T  = P R O P S (4)
L L IMIT = P R O P S (5)
DTMAX = P R O P S (6)
!If m a x i m u m  time step is larger than m a x i m u m  allowable Itime step (set 
!in the A b aqus model), t h e m a x i m u m  a l l o w a b l e  time step is used.
I F (D T N E W .L T .D T M A X ) THEN 
D T = D T N E W  
E L S E
DT = D T M A X
EN D IF
!For the first l oad case, use Forw a r d  Eu l e r  method. All subsequent load 
leases use A d a ms-Bashforth.
I F  ( T I M E ( 1 ) .LT.3.D0) THEN
N E W D E N S  = D E N S + D T * D D D T N E W  
I F ( ( N 0 E L . E Q . 1 ) . A N D . ( N P T . E Q . l ) ) THEN 
W RITE (6,*) ?,U s i n g  FE on inc ” , KINC 
W R IT E (6 ,* )  ""
EN D IF
E LS E
N E W D E N S = D E N S + D T * ( D D D T N E W * T H R E E / T W O - D D D T P R E V / T W O )
EN D IF
!I mpose limits on m i n u m u m  and m a x i m u m  density.
I F (NEWDENS.GE.ULIMIT) THEN 
N E W D E N S = U L I M I T
E L S E I F (NEWDENS.LE.LLIMIT) THEN 
N E W D E N S = L L I M I T  
EN D IF
!R e a s s i g n m e n t  of new d e n s i t y  
S T A T E V (3) = NEW D E N S
!C a l c u l a t e d  the change in dens i t y  f rom pr e v i o u s  material u pdating step. 
DD N E W  = N E W D E N S  - DENS
!U p d a t e  m a x i m u m  v a lues for change in d e n s i t y  and time derivative, as 
w e l l  as
!r e c o r d  the e l ements at whi c h  the m a x i m a  occur.
C A LL  K U P D A T E M A X ( D D N E W , D D M A X , K I N C , N O E L , E L M A X D D )
!Only u p d a t e  the max value for D D D T N E W  if the change in dens i t y  for this 
!e l e m e n t  is not equal to zero. This fixes it so that only e l ements who 
!have not yet c o n v e r g e d  to the upp e r  or lower dens i t y  bounds can 
!i n f l u e n c e  the v a l u e  of subsequent time steps.
I F (DDNEW. N E . 0 . DO) THEN






IThis s u b r o u t i n e  reads in the current m a x  value M A X  and compares it with 
!some THRESHOLD. If the m a x i m u m  is smaller than the threshold, the 
!a n a l y s i s  is aborted. Note that the t h r e s h o l d  can also be set to 0. 
!This is not a !s t andard Abaqus subroutine, thus its name begins with K. 
SUBROUTINE K C H E C K M A X ( M A X , T H R E S H O L D , K I N C , K S T E P , E L M A X , T A G , C H E C K E D )
!I n i t i a l i z e  A B A Q U S  va r i a b l e  types 
INCLUDE 1A B A _ P A R A M .INC 1
!I n i t i a l i z e  v a r i a b l e  types
DOUBLE P R E C IS IO N  MAX, T H R E S H O L D 
IN TEG ER E L M A X  
CHARACTER*5 TAG 
LO G ICA L C H E C K E D
!If the ab s o l u t e  v a l u e  of the m a x i m u m  p a s s e d  in is less than or equal to 
!the threshold, a n d  the max has not a l r e a d y  b een checked, then...
I F ( ( A B S ( M A X ) . L E . T H R E S H O L D ) . A N D . ( N O T ( C H E C K E D ) )) THEN 
!Ouput the type of v a l u e  (density, d e n s i t y  derviative, etc.), the 
m a x i m u m  value (w/out
!the a b solute value), the element where the max occured, the analysis 
i n c r ement and
!the a n alysis s tep to the data (.DAT) file (output 6), and exit the 
a n a l y s i s .
W R IT E(6,130) TAG, M A X 
W R IT E(6,131) EL M A X
! W R I T E (6,132) K I N C , K S T E P
! W R I T E (6,*) ""
! C ALL XIT
!If the m a x  v a l u e  has o t h e r w i s e  not b een c h e c k e d  but is larger than the 
T H R E S H O L D
lvalue, reset the m a x  va l u e  to zero for the next set of loads and
ind i c a t e  that the
¡max value has b e e n  checked.
E L S E I F ( N O T ( C H E C K E D ) ) THEN 
W R IT E(6,130) TAG, MAX 
W R IT E(6,131) ELMAX 
M A X = 0 .DO 
C H E C K E D  = .TRUE.
EN D IF
!F o r m a t t i n g  for output statements.
130 FORMAT ("Max ” A5, 11 c a l c u l a t e d  f rom pre v i o u s  cycle = ” , F8.6)
131 FORMAT("At elem e n t  n umber ", 16)
132 FORMAT("Max c h ange in d e n s i t y  DDMAX lower than min threshold. ” , 




!This s u broutine assem b l e s  the stiff n e s s  m a t r i x  for linear e l a s t i c i t y 
u s i n g  !the c o n s t a n t s e l a s t i c  m o d u l u s  (EMOD) and P o i s s o n ’s Ratio (E N U ) .
The stress ! (STRESS) is c a l c u l a t e d  u s i n g  these constants and the strain 
v a l u e s  (DSTRAN) ! p a s s e d  in from the m a i n  A BAQUS program. Note well that 
t his s u b routine is ! set up for 3-D (NTENS=6) linear elastic stress 
c a l c u l a t i o n s  only. This is !not a st a n d a r d  A baqus subroutine, thus its 
n a m e  b e g i n s  w i t h  K.
SUBROUTINE KC A LC STR ESS3D (N TEN S,D D SD D E,D STR A N ,STR ESS, N D I, EMOD,ENU)
U n i t i a l i z e  A B A Q U S  v a r i a b l e  types 
INCLUDE * ABA_PARAM. IN C *
! I n i t i a l i z e  v a r i a b l e  types a n d  values
DOUBLE P R EC IS IO N  EMOD, ENU, ELAM, EG, EG2, EG3, EBULK3,ONE,TW O,
Q THREE
DIMENSION S T R E S S (N T E N S ), D D SD D E(N TEN S,N TEN S), DSTRAN(NTENS) 
PARAMETER (ONE=1.DO, TWO=2.DO, TH REE=3. DO)





ELA M =(EBU LK3-EG 2)/TH REE
! A s s e m b l e  the 6X6 stiff n e s s  m a t r i x  
DO 20 K l= l,N T E N S  
DO 10 K 2 = l,N T E N S
D D SD D E (K 2 ,K 1 )= 0 .0  
10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE
DO 40 K l = l , NDI 
DO 30 K 2 = l , NDI
DDSDDE(K2, K 1 ) =ELAM 
30 CONTINUE
DDSDDE(K1, K 1 ) =EG2+ELAM 
40 CONTINUE
DO 50 K1=N D I+1,N TEN S 
D D SD D E(K1,K1)=EG  
50 CONTINUE
! C h a n g e  in stress = Stiffness M a t r i x  X Change in Strain (DSTRAN)
DO 70 K l= l,N T E N S  
DO 60 K 2 = l,N T E N S






!This s u b r o u t i n e  calculates the strain e n e r g y  d e n s i t y  for a given 3-D 
stress !tensor. This is not a s t a n d a r d  A b a q u s  subroutine, thus its name 
b e g i n s  w i t h  !K.
SUBROUTINE KCALCVSDENS3D (S T R E S S , VSDENS, EMOD, ENU)
!I n i t i a l i z e  A B A Q U S  va r i a b l e  types 
INCLUDE ' ABA_PARAM. IN C '
!I n i t i a l i z e  v a r i a b l e  types and values
DOUBLE P R E C IS IO N  EG, EG2, EMOD, ENU, ONE, TWO, VSDENS 
DIMENSION S T R E S S (6)
PARAMETER (O N E = l. 0D0, TWO=2. 0D0)
EG2=EMOD/(ONE+ENU)
EG=EG2/TWO
!C a l c u l a t e  s t rain e n e r g y  d e n s i t y  (all in terms of stress)
V S D E N S = O N E / T W O / E M O D * ( S T R E S S (1)* S T R E S S (1)+ S T R E S S (2)^ S T R E S S (2)
I
+ S T R E S S (3)* S T R E S S (3))
- E N U / E M O D * ( S T R E S S (1)^ S T R E S S (2)
+ S T R E S S (1)^ S T R E S S (3)+ S T R E S S (2)* S T R E S S (3))
+ 1 / T W O / E G * ( S T R E S S (4)^ S T R E S S (4)+ S T R E S S (5)* S T R E S S (5)




!This subroutine calc u l a t e s  the n ext time step b a s e d  on the m a x i m u m  
v a l u e  of !dens i t y  time d e r i v a t i v e  c a l c u l a t e d  from the p r evious 
r e m o d e l i n g  step !DDDTMAX. This time step is c a l c u l a t e d  as some fraction 
of the m a x i m u m  va l u e  !of b one density. This is not a st a n d a r d  A baqus 
subroutine, thus its name !b e g i n s  w i t h  K.
SUBROUTINE K C A L C D T ( D D D T M A X , U L I M I T , D T N E W , K I N C , K S T E P )
!Ini t i a l i z e  A B A Q U S  v a r i a b l e  types 
INCLUDE * A B A _ P A R A M .INC 1
!I n i t i a l i z e  v a r i a b l e  types a n d  values
DOUBLE P R E C IS IO N  D D D T M A X , D T N E W , U L I M I T
!C r e a t e  if statement to p r e v e n t  d i v i d i n g  by zero.
I F (DD D T M A X .N E.0.DO) THEN
!Use the absolute v a l u e  of D D D T M A X  to ensure p o s i t i v e  time step.
DTNEW = U L I M I T / 1 . D 1 / A B S ( D D D T M A X )
W RITE ( 6 , * )  " ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 11
W R IT E(6,140) K I N C , K S T E P  
W R IT E(6,141) DT N E W  
EN D IF
!Formatting.
140 FORMAT("I ncrement " , 1 3 , ” and Step ", 13)




Appendix G -  Qualitative Verification o f the Strain-Adaptive Model 
in a 2-D Plate________________________________________________________________________
Before the strain-adaptive model was implemented in a model of the ulna, which
contained a large number of elements and took up to 18 hours to complete, pilot tests
were run on a smaller model of a 2-D plate with 1400 first-order quadrilateral elements.
The density distribution in FIGA was created using the subroutine UMAT developed in
this study; that of FIGB were published in a previous study using the identical
parameters and randomized mesh of 1800 first-order quadrilateral elements. The
qualitative similarities between the two results provided sufficient confidence that the
remodelling procedure could be applied to the more complicated bone models.
(a) (b)
Figure G -l -  Qualitative results of a pilot involving a square plate.
Plots represent density distributions (a) created using the UMAT developed for this thesis and (b) those 
reported in a previous study. The figure in (b) was taken from Chen, et at. (2007. Comparison of two 
numerical approaches for bone remodelling. Medical Engineering and Physics, 29(1), pp.134-139) with 
express permission, found in Appendix H.
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